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: clay artigts 
welcome community to 
,their new studio space 
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Close earracow~ferS , Running for hope 
Woman races to help 
, her father and follow 
her mother's lead 
/i 
Multiple UFO sightings 
reported from Terrace' 
one late April day 
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/ 
v. tours% th -Nass Valley 
s host next week to Lt.-Gov. co 
// 
Iona Campagnolo ‘who will visit each of its four Nisga’a 
She starts by arriving at 5 p.m, ‘May 4 in Kincolith at the 
mouth of the Nass River on the RCMP patrol vessel Inkster 
. and ends the visit the afternoon of May 5 by spemg to stu- 
dents at the post secondary institution Wilp Wilxo’oskwhl 
Nisga’a in New Aiyansh. 
Canipagnolo will speak at the> closing ceremonies of the 
saa’a Nation’s special assembly in Gitwinksihlkw May 5 swimming pool. I 1 
“He had to wait until the tide came up. We called it Gov- 
ernor’s Bar,” said Nelson of the sandbar in question. 
After one hour in Kincohth, Campagnolo travels by road 
to Greenville for a similar welcoming ceremony. 
The next morning, she attends the closing ceremonies of 
the Nisga’a Nation’s assembly at the community centre in 
Gitwinksihlkw, has lunch and then turns the sod just north 
of the centre where the village government wants to build a 
’ villages. 
t‘ 
I 
-$wlces - 
will be closing at 12:OO noon May,6th 
to attend the wedding of 
Brandie Rapom and Brian Correia. / 
We apoIogize for any iiconvenience this may cause. 
m Rerrular business hours will resume Monday, May 8th. 
andhelp turn the SA at the community’s planned swimming “It’s going to be pretty exciting to have her here,” says LL-UUV. iuiia 
w o l  site. Gitwinksihkw village administrator Harry Nyce Jr. Campagnolo 
be Campagnolo’s first vice-regal visit to the Nass ““She’s going to s’ke a lot of old friends from before,” he 
but its familiar territory as she is from Prince Rupert and also said of Cappagnolo’s ’earlier career as a, Member of Parlia- 
represented the region as a Liberal Member of Parliament ment in the 1970s. 
m 1974 to 1979. 0 ,’> The Gitwieihlkw govemment invited Campagnolo in 
Alvin Nelson of the Kincolith village government says its capacity as the host of the Nisga’a assembly, as did the 
e entire village will greet Campagnolo and walk her, to national Nisga’a govemment. 
There’s no construction start date yet oe cost for con- 
will include our cultural dancers and the Kinco- structing the pool but the cbmmunity is optimistic of pro- 
Band,” said Nelson of the procession. ’ ceeding soon, said Nyce.* ‘ 
Campagnolo’s visit goes a bit better than what “We do know,it will be an Olympic-size pool. Other com- 
t time a lieutenant-governor visitcd, which munitibs we have talked to who built pools that weren’t that 
pispoking the Lieutenant-governor of the day, Pm ofothe plan includes dormitories so the community 
-Gen. ,jGeorge Pearkes, to a larger vessel got hung up can host competiiions and invite swimmers from outside of 
sandbar exposed by a low tide just offshore from Kin- the valley., 
their new cultural centre, a longhouse. , 
c‘ j size now regret that,” said Nyce. 
eporter’wi tographic award” 
r and photographer Dustin 
ition 
And a second reporter at The Terrace Standard has been 
nominated for an award, this time a national one 
Community Newspapers Association. 
A. Zimmerman was nohinated in a busi 
ry for a series of articles conceining the purchase 
last year by the Terrace,Lumber Company of the New Skee- 
na Forest Products sawmill’here. 
Her exact placement will, be known later this month at 
graph he took last Se 
1 22 at the annual meeting of the 
ers Association held 
O C  mm 
M& Min Todl D Max Min Total 
P Temp pr=iP 
21 9:8 0.8) 1.4 
22 12.9 0.2 0.0 
23 16.5 0.6 ’ 0.0 
24 18.9 r 1.6 ’’ 0.0 
25 13.1 6.0 0.0 
26 8.6 2.3” 5.5 
27 n/a n/a n/a 
21 22.4 6.7 a.0 
22 ,,19.8 6.3 0.0 
23 ’23.8 8.8 0.0 
24 25.2 9.8 0.0 
E: ;::; ;:E ::: 
’27 19.2 10.6 0.0 
the annual meeting‘of the national newspaper association, 
which takes place in Quebec City. Zimmerman,has been at 
The Terrace Standard since 2000. 
The Terrace Standard 
special needs students in 118 classes from kindergarten to 
Grade 12. 
For a district already stretched financially, as evidenced 
by the four-day school week, how additional teaching help 
“We do have to worry about funding to implement 
(changes) here and provincially,” said Munson. “Ugess we 
see the funding envelope increased, there will be a crisis in 
other areas.”, 
Munson said teachers still want a return to stricter limits 
in lab classes and split classes. The local teacher representa- 
. would be paid for is another area of concern. 
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Get ready to be counted 
BY 
A. ZUHMERMAN 
" RESIDENTS throughout the 
, region will be getting census ,' 
forms delivered in the mail 
in the coming weeks and 
officials are hoping every 
single Canadian will ' be 
counted this year. 
The mail delivered ques- 
7 tionnaires represent a major 
shift in how our information 
is collected, moving away 
j from data collectors knock- 
ing on doors to get the infor- 
-1 mation. 
While small communi- 
ties. without door-to-door 
mail service will still have 
an enumerator arrive on 
their doorsteps, everyone in ' 
,, an urban centre', including 
Kitimat and Terrace, have 
the option Lo fill in the fonns 
online, over the phone or by 
mail. 
The new way of collect- 
- ing our information is sav- 
, ing in the range of $60 mil- 
lion on the cost of doing the 
census h d  is also expected 
- 
, I  
EANNE LANDRY, bottom, and Sylvie Beaurkard from Statistics Canada h een driving around the prov- 
ice to promote the upcoming census. SAPAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
to offer more privacy for ' 
respondents, says Statistics 
Canada ,representative Syl- ' 
vie BeauregGd! the lowest response ,rates in fer payments is made. country and its popufatibn ognize same-sex marriages. 
The telephone, internet the country - 96 per cent For a family of four,, th including the economic and No personal informa- 
and mail options ensure that of people here answer the amounts to $27,500 over social situation of people tion from the census is ever 
information collected is not - questionnaires compared to course of the five years be- living in different areas. shared, says Beauregard, it 
seen by anyone until it ar- a 98 per cent average coun- tween censuses, says Beau- " New questions on the is only looked at by Statis- 
rives in the appropriate Sta- trywide, says Beauregard, regard. census this year include tics Canada employees who 
" The census happens ev- province in a brightly co- is especially hoping to get highest level of education Tuesday, May 16 is cen- 
ery five years and federal the word out to young men sus day and questionnaires 
officials have been on a road between the ages of 18 and should be returned by then. 
trip throughout B.C., includ- She was in Terrace and 34 to make sure they count they,are in a legal same-sex For more ~ information 
ing stops in Terraceand Kit- Kitimat April 24 and 25 get- themselves in as they tend marriage. I about the censusgo to www. 
b a t ,  in an effort to increase to be the most unresponsive is is the first census census2006.ca. or call the 
the response to the question- For every person counted group, she adds. legislation was passed census help line toll free 
naires in this province. ' in the census $1,100 per per- The census represents 5 in some provinces, includ- after May 1 at 1-888-243- 
. tistics Canada office. who has been travelling the The federal government questions pertaining to the work with census data. ' 
loured motorhome promot- 
ing the census. 
ting the word out. 
one has received and another 
question asking Canadians if 
' British Columbia has son per year in federal trans- a statistical p our ing B.C., which legally' rec- 0730. 
VESTA DOUGLAS and other city free&men 
will be honoured by a new scholarship 
established by the City of Terrace. 
The $500 City Freeman Scholarship 
will go each year to a graduating Caledo- 
nia Senior Secondary School student who 
demonstrates leadership, integrity, commu- 
nity involvement and who exemplifies the 
values of being a good citizen of Terrace. 
The money was contributed to the North 
West &cation 88 Foundation, a nonprofit 
group which administers scholarships in the 
region. The $lO,OOO earns interest which'is 
then added to the account each ye 
city officials. 
While the scholarship has been 
lished to recognize all city freemen, the 
idea of creating it cahe after Vesta Douglas 
is! and philanthropist. 
' "Her whole life was 
and'education and I thi$ it is] a very fit- 
ting tribute to her," says councillor Marylin 
The scholarship will be awarded to a 
planning to pursue a program of 
eight months or more at a recognized post- 
secondary school or 'training school within 
wi I I honou r 
'Terrace 
made a one-time investment of passed away in .February. One of two city 22 months of the date of the-award. 
ALL STAR SHOES 
presents 
0 Burn up to 40% more calories when you walk 
m p  up your cardio and strengthen your upper body 
0 Reduce stress to your lower joints and build better bone density 
11 wa& Smarter  wit^ Norctic wading Poles ' 
Back by popular demand, All Star Shoes hasarranged for Nicole Newman, a Nordic Walking 
instructor from Whistler, BC to teach beginner Nordic Walking Clinics in Terrace. 
Terrace Clinics 
Sunday, May 7th 1:0Opm-2:00pm, 3:00pm4:00pm, 5~OOpm-6:OOpm, 700-8:OO 
Monday, May 8th 7:30am-8:30am, 10:00am-11:00am, 12:30pm-l:30pm, 2:00pm-3:00pm, 4:3Opm-5:3Opm , 
1, 
I 
I 
SPACE IS LIMITED!! 
Cost is $15.00 andshcludes 
use of Nordic Walking 
Poles for the course. 
Secure your spot by 
pk~rmingAll Star Shoes 
at (258) 635-6703 
cholmhip committee at Caledonia 
;tthe*&ipient. ,, .i I 
News In Brief 
Accident sends several 
motorists to hospital 
A SINGLE vkhic'le accident required three ambulances 
to send several people to hospital April 22. 
The vehicle canying two women and two boys was 
travelling south on Hwy37 near the Lakelse Lake picnic 
site when it left the road,. became airborne and went 
into the northbound ditch, coming to a stop on its roof 
around 5:46 p.m. 
Terrace RCMP, BC Ambulance and Fire Rescue re- 
sp&ded to the scen'e. Two ambulances from Terrace 
and one from Kitimat transported the injured to Mills 
Memorial Hospital. Police,report that the injuries wcre 
serious but not life threatening. 
'Police continue their investigation and say no dcci- 
sion has been made on possible charges. 
. I  
Dirt bikes missing 
THIEVES made off with two dirt bikes froin a residcncc 
late last month. 
The bikes, a red 1982 Honda CR250 and a white/ 
blue 1975 Yamaha DT80, were taken from a shed at 
5121 Agar Ave between 7 p.m. April 19 and 7:30 p.m. 
April 21. 
Terrace RCMP. ask anyone who has information 
about this theft to call the detachment at 638-7400 or 
I Police find stolen, ite 
A VEHICLE and TV stolen from a local residence were 
recovered by police when the alleged thief was arrested 
on an unrelated matter April 26. 
Terrace RCMP report that the 2 
is known to police, had the vehicle 
sion when apprehended. 
The car was found parked in th 
Ave: and a TV taken in the theft was discovered at a 
nearby residence. 
charge approval by Crown prosecutors. 
ing a laptop computer, television, DVD player and a 
brown 2005 Ford Taurus with no licence plates from a 
Fosbeny Road prop 
The suspect was taken into police cust 
On April 24, someone stole several 
soundspf the 1989 red Kawasaki motorcycle being rid- 
den away .shortly after. Police continue to investigate. 
Anyone who has information can call the RC 
tachment at 638-7400 or Crimestoppers at 635- 
. , I  I i ! , ,, I ,  I i , . , - l J I l  ).<:fr!2 . ) , ; I  
This day used if any previous day cancelled due to weather. 
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Special thanks to all our contributors and 
co~rresponelents for their time and talents 
vision for Te:, ace l’ i 
AS YOU drive along Highway 
16 from Smithers into Terrace 
there is a sign conspicuously 
missing from the landscape. 
It is the sign that would 
leave no doubt as to where you 
are and what is going on: 
Welcome To Terrace - Gateway To The Ports Of 
Prince Rupert And Kitimat, 
Population 20,008. 
Now why is that so 
important? Well if you don’t 
carve out a vision of ,our h- 
tiireothers will define it for 
you. And you hight not like 
The logical choice for an mat, Terrace could beco 
inland container port today the logical center for rail 
would be Prince George. Its shunting and an,access pc 
physical location on the rail for truck container traffic. 
orid and with the amalgama- This is where the populat 
;on of the rail yards in PG, CN number is important. If we 
has acquired more than enough to be successful in this inil 
land to create an inland port. tive we will need the two 
This may work for Prince nior levels of government 
Rupert and Kitimat in terms recognize that it is in their b 
of routing rail traffic, but if interests to create as nx 
Prince George becomes the access points as possible 
only .doorway for containers manufacturers and shippers 
or bulk goods to access the rail our ports. 
That is in fact the wh 
Durbose of the Gateway  st^ 
what you’ve become. 
The CN/BC Rail partner- 
ship removed the major ob- 
stacles for moving product 
between the northwest and 
the rest of the continent. It 
removed the two big jurisdic- 
tional hurdles in Prince George 
and Dawson Creek between 
CN and BC Rail. 
It opened up the transpor- 
tation rail grid economically, 
that now allows goods to flow 
west to Prince Rupert and Kit- 
imat for the same or less cost 
than into the port of Vancou- 
ver. 
It reduced the timeline for 
the shipment of goods between 
Asian and the North American 
markets that gives the north- 
west a competitive advantage 
over ports in the south. 
Finally, it provided the fi- 
nancial resources from the two 
senior levels of government 
that has started the construc- 
tion of a container facility in 
Prince Rupert. 
So what is the problem? 
L L  
ROGER HARRIS The port in Prince Rupert egy. They have the ability 
has already stated that due to influence CNs business de 
The lobbying for the right to limited space, it will not I be sions. 
become the inland container allowing truck traffic into the Amalgamation with Tho 
port is in full force today. This port. If that’s the case, poten- hill would make Terrace 
is the place that unit trains are tially any containers that could second largest city in northc 
put together to align the right be filled in Terrace would have B.C. next to Prince Geor 
containers moving to the port to be trucked to Prince George a stature that would be h; 
at the right time to meet the first,:befool;e b e i n g . , ~ a n s ~ o ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ ; , ~ o  ignore. If you w#&&, 
right ship. by rail to Prince Rupert. , the capital of the northw 
While the first ”phase of the The additional cost and you have to look like it. 
new container port is going to time required would put Ter- In any event, the contaii 
be a welcome sight it will be race at a serious disadvantage port in Prince Rupert anc 
limited in size and the man- in attracting new investment. common carrier bulk facil 
agement of containers back From a transportation, time in Kitimat will becefit Terra 
and forth will be critical in en- and cost aspect we would be But if our goal is to maxim 
suring the smooth loading and no closer to Prince Rupert than that opportunity, then this 
off-loading of vessels. Vancouver. As bizarre as that the time to see the vision s 
There is also now a signifi- sounds it would be the case. role we can play. 
cant increase in the amount That is why the sign is so Our strategic geograp 
of bulk product looking for a importpt and every word location to the two ports 
port to ship in or out of. With important. But if we don’t ~ 
Prince Rupert focused on con- Terrace needs to stake out out there and stake our you 
tainers, Kitimat “should be- its ground as not only the geo- early, decisions and inve 
come such a bulk facility. graphic gateway to the ports, ments will be made and for 
and scheduling of trains will point for any containers that Sometimes that vision j 
be critical in marketing the require access to the rail grid. starts with a sign, but if’ 
complete northwest corridor to With only a single rail line don’t say it about ourselves 
shippers and manufactures. into Prince Rupert and Kiti- one else will. 
counts for something. 
All of this co-ordination but as the Northwest’s entry it may be too late. 
Life is all about keeping a list 
LISTS KEEP my day on track. 
Without lists I would forget 
important tasks. leave on va- 
cation without vital items such 
as prescription drugs or out- 
of-town phone numbers, and 
reach evening with only a por- 
tion of my intended deeds for 
the day accomplished. 
Some days are so hectic I 
have a list of lists, to remind 
me to check on all my lists. ‘ 
To begin each day, there’s 
the list of phone calls to be 
placed: appointments to be 
made. an order for a refill to 
be called in to the pharmacy, 
or a Happy Birthday visit with 
a relatiiein Saskakhewan or 
Alberta. 
Then there‘s’the list of oc- 
casional jobs to do: empty the 
cold ashes from the stove. give 
the dogs their monthly tablet 
to hold fleas at bay, water the 
shop plants each Wednesday. 
My most revised list is the 
one that charts my itinerary 
when I drive to town. Besides 
naming every stop, I thought- 
fully plan the route to !et 
where I must be on time. with 
as little backtracking as I can 
devise. 
Because usually when I 
drive myself it’s a sign my day 
is off kilter, I aim to park in 
strive to make the route as one 
way as I can. This becomes 
more complicated if definite 
appointment times must be 
satisfied. 
Always. to incorporate as 
much walking as I can while 
fetching or delivering. I park 
on the fringes of parking lots 
rather than jostle for space 
next to the handicap zone. 
Partly. I choose the fringes to 
avoid denting anyone‘s ve- 
hicle and to make driving in 
and out simpler for me. Our 
truck‘s high-backed bucket 
seats impair my rear field of 
vision when I’m checking for 
so I could grab it in a h u  
and throw things in a suitca 
and be off, reasonably con 
dent I have everything I net 
including clothes, medic 
tions. toothbrush and the re 
Oh. who’s kidding who’? 1 
00 over that list at least fa 9 times before I climbed into 
taxi and still be frowning 
the airport over what I mi2 
have left out. 
My favourite list is the di 
ly to-do lineup often eight 
nine chores long. It may 
such diverse tasks as 1. sho 
en trousers 2. re-pot Afric 
violet 3. Vacuum behind t 
/ I  
fridge 4. Haul away sawdl 
from under the table saw. 
Change outdoor light bulb. 
I begin each day with ver 
and determination. By mid-: 
ternoon I‘m stroking throuj 
the jobs I either can‘t comple 
or choose not to do. The 
move to next day’s list, like 
cupful of sourdough starter. 
Ticking off each task as 
complete it sparks my da 
by bedtime I’m feeIing virt 
ous enough to rise above a fe 
incomplete tasks. I slide tl 
next day’s burgeoning to-c 
list under the pencil holder ( 
my desk and scour my nlind 
chores that await tomorrow. 
I 
, 
I 
i Healthy move‘ 1 I 
A new intensive care unit and a renovated emergency room 
will improve patient care at Mills Memorial 
I ’  
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A T ,  A combined 5,000 
square feet and at a cost of 
$1.9 million, a brand new 
intensive care unit and 
a completely renovated 
emergency room ,make up 
arguably the most important 
construction project in this 
area in the last while. 
‘ ‘The new 3,000 square 
foot intensive care unit 
(ICU) is right beside h e  
renovated 2,000 square foot 
emergency room (ER) on 
the hospital’s main floor. 
It means<> nurses in one 
unit can assist those in the 
other when required. 
And having the two units 
side by side means it’ll be 
safer and easier to transfer 
critically ill patients from 
“It was one of the deter- 
minants about the, project,” 
says Rowena Holoien, the 
region’s chief Northern 
Health Authority official. 
“It’s all about the patient.” 
’ The current ICU is on 
’ the hospital’s second floor, 
making for a long and com- 
’ plicated trip down the hospi- 
L tal’s main floor corridor and 
The new ICU has four 
I beds with room for a fifth 
. and it has new state-of-the 
’ art monitoring equipment. ‘ Next door, the new ER 
‘ has five stretchy areas 
- those spaces enclrcled by 
drapes. 
That’s one fewer than the 
old ER but there are more 
’ 
a the ER to the ICU. 
up the elevator. 
tal were’grk‘at to  deal wfth. 
They made the job a lot eas- 
ier,” he added. 
One advantage is that the 
ICU was built on to one of 
the hospital’s newer areas, 
meaning that the heating and 
other systems were pretty 
new, said hospital mainte- 
’ nance ‘superintendent BTce 
Nichols. 
Although the hospital’s 
main building dates back to 
the 1950s, it has had a lot of 
work done to it in this de- 
cade, he added. 
“I’d say a third of the 
space has been redone re- 
cently, and that’s pretty 
good,” said Nichols. 
That work includes a 
completely renovated psych 
ward and a new renal dialy- 
sis unit in the wing that once 
held offices. 
Although the ER and 
ICU work has finished, 
there’s one more project to 
do - moving the chemother- 
apy treatment area upstairs 
to where the ICU is now 
housed. 
That’s needed because 
the chemo room was located 
in back of the ER, a space 
Wassink. 
Having an ambulance 
service-only door that’s op- 
erated by a code means para- 
medics, won’t have to ring 
for nurses to open the doors, 
he said. 
The new ER also has 
locked cupboards so am- 
bulance crews’ can refresh 
any supplies they’ve used in 
bringing in a patient or pa- 
tients. 
“We really like that. It 
reduces our downtime. 0th- 
erwise we would have to go 
back to the station,” said 
Wassink. 
Construction work on the 
new ICU space began last 
fall and was finished early 
this year, setting in motion a 
series of events not yet com- 
plete. 
Once the new ICU space 
was finished, the ER moved 
in, allowing its old space to 
be renovated. 
The ER has now moved 
back to its newly renovated 
quarters, while the new ICU 
is being cleaned up and fit- 
ted out before coming offi- 
cially online. 
“We’ll be able to do 
some training with the new 
equipment in the ICU before 
moving patients in,” said 
Holoien. 
The construction ahd 
renovation went very well, 
says Bob Mailer of Viking 
Construction, the general 
contractor on the project. 
“The DeoDle in the hosDi- 
, 
_.. _ _ _  ~ 
specific treatment rooms 
for casting, gynecological 
kxams, ear, nose and throat 
exams and the like. 
The new ER also comes 
with a far more efficient and 
larger nurses’ station and an 
; area in the front where pa- 
’ tients can be assessed before 
treatment. ’ J ,  
’ The major change is 
moving the trauma room 
* from the back of the ER to 
t the very front. 
. It goes hand in hand with 
changes made to the out- 
side entrance. Ambulance 
-paramedics will now use a 
I !  sliding door separate to the 
That sliding door opens 
-with a special code enabling 
‘paramedics to take a pa- 
I tient on a stretcher straight 
I through, across a short com- 
- dor and right into the trauma 
, room. 
, The unit chief of the B.C. 
Ambulance Service here 
says having quick access to 
the trauma room makes it 
‘ more efficient for paramed- 
ics. 1 
“We don’t have to walk 
through the whole ER while 
working on a seriously ill or 
injured patient. That can be the new trauma room. moved upstairs when the can be used right away.” , mer ICU on the second Bo01 
pretty traumatic for the other “Chemo now goes on ICU moves downstairs,” said The longer term plan is renovated to better accom- 
patients in there,” says Carl Holoien. “It’s a space that 
general public one. 
that’s now been taken up by 
in the ER itself, but it’ll be to have the soon-to-be for- modate the chemo service. 
, 
, NURSE LAURIE Dahms stands in the new nursing station in the renovated emer- 
gency room at Mills Memorial Hospital. The re-done ER is a vast improwement 
over the old one. Below, months of construction work is now completed and th 
new intensive care unit at Mills Memorial is just about ready for use. From left, Bo 
Mailer of Viking Construction, the prime contractor on the project, Northern Healt 
Authority official Rowena Holoien and Mills maintenance superintendent 5ruc 
Nicholls stand in one of the dour patient rooms in the new intensive care unit. 
Donation adds to new CT scan goal 
THE R.E.M. LEE Hospital Foundation has 
received a substantial donation from the Kitimat 
General Hospital Auxiliary, putting it closer to its 
goal of raising $650,000 for a new CT scanner at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
The $50,000 donation is an example of how 
groups outside of Terrace realize the benefit that a 
state-of-’art diagnostic tool has to the region, says 
foundation chair Kevin Kennedy. 
“A drive to Terrace for this kind of service as 
opposed to having to fly south is much prefer- 
able,” said Kennedy. 
And he hopes the Kitimat auxiliary donation 
encourages other groups and businesses outside 
of Terrace to donate. “Local response has been 
great with donations and commitments,” added 
Kennedy. 
The hospital foundation is within $100,000 of 
its $650,000 goal, a commitment it made in late 
2004 as part of the estimated $1.65 million cost of 
replacing an obsolete CT scanner at Mills that is 
expensive to use and which is now miles behind 
in current technology. 
CT scanners provide physicians with detailed 
images of the inside of patients, enabling them to 
determine the condition of the patient. 
The $650,000 foundation goal is its largest sin- 
gle drive since it raised the majority of the money 
in the early 1990s to buy the CT scanner that is 
now being replaced. 
The remaining $1 million is coming from the 
Northem Health Authority thanks to a combina- 
tion of federal and provincial grants aimed at im- 
proving medical services in the north. 
This new CT scanner will be located in the 
same area at Mills as the current one, lowering 
renovation costs. 
I 
I 
THE CURRENT CT scanner at Mills Memorial Hospital, shown here in a file photo with GE 
Medical Systems technician during its 1993 installation, is outdated and a new\one is being 
purchased. 
Health officials set an August deadline late Northern Health is also installing a CT scanner 
last year for installation and paining. The project in Quesnel and has included it in the same bidding 
is cunning a bit behind but an August startup is documents as the one for here in the expectation 
within reach, said Northem Health official Ken that a package deal will bring about a lower price. 
Winnig, who is in charge of high tech imaging Mills Memorial is also benefitting from an- 
services. “We’re in the final selection phase. Our other jump in medical technology, a high tech im- 
technical staff is currently assessing the function- age storing system called a Picture Archiving and 
alitymd operation of the various new CT scanner Communications System (PACS). It’s intended to 
models,” said Winnig. make storing, retrieving and sending images a lot 
Three companies are in the running to supply easier and cheaper because none of the work will 
the new device. The successful bidder will also be involve developing film. Instead, it will be based 
responsible for removing the old CT scanner. on computer-driven digital images. 
- .  
\, 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail ‘Bag 
No room for politics: 
Dear Sir: 
John Jensen’s April 26 letter to the editor regarding my 
appointment as the forest safety ombudsman requires Cor- 
rection. The position is not a government appointment, 
but a position established and paid for by the Forest Safety 
Council, a group that represents the entire forest industry, 
including labour. All its members, not labour alone, spoke 
up loud and clear on the unacceqtability of the numbers of 
deaths and serious injuries in the forest sector and decided 
something fundamentally needed to be done. 
” The statistics Mr. Jensen refers to reflect the safety 
performance in 2(lO5. In 2004,,the industry experienced 
the lowest number of fatalities; both years under the same 
regulatory framework but still unacceptable. It’s impor- 
tant to note that 1996 and 1997 were two of the worst 
years ever despite an entirely different set of rules at that 
time. 
If the solution to making our forests safer ‘was as easy 
and simple as more regulations, governments of all stripes 
would have done it years ago. It is a much more complex 
problem, requiring the cooperation of every sector of the 
industry and something politics has no place in. 
The forest safety ombudsman’s office becomes that 
doorway for owner operators, sub-contractors, contrac- 
tors, licensees and workers to use, to raise issues where 
other processes are not available to them. It is another 
resource being introduced by the collective forest industry 
to help change the unacceptable rate of injury occurring 
in our woods. , 
my life working in the forest industry. A member of my 
family died working in the woods and I have a permanent 
disability as a result of a falling accident in 1986. I h o w ,  
on a very personal level the impact on families from ac- 
cidents in the bush. I also understand cleibly the level of 
importance and potential that this position has in helping 
change a culture of an industry where accidents have been 
acceptable for far too long. 
April 28 is a day of mourning for injured workers and 
their families. It is a day to show respect and we do them 
all a disfavorlto treat this day ‘differently. My family ana 
I observed it in the same manner we remember other Ca- 
nadians on November 11 and hope everyone else took a 
little time out to do the same. 
Roger Harris, Terrace, B.C. 
’ 
’ 
Except for my four years in public office I have spent I’ 
8 
’ 
Writer was out of line , 
Dear Sir: 
Is Jessica Mikolayczyk for real in her recent letter to 
the editor criticizing school tnistee Huey-lin Wu for sug- 
gesting that an outside advisor be called in to 1 
school district’s finances? 
Is the supreme authority of the school trus 
quietly by and not respond to this one. As far as I’m con- 
cerned Ms. Wu did what the people elected her to do and” 
I give her credit. Obviously there has been some question 
as to thelnumbers so why not set the record straight? I un- 
derstand the motion almost passed. Also according to the 
school 6oai.d’s own survey, 70 per cent’of parents didnot 
want a‘4:day’week. (I realize itk anaoldsun;ey,;but thdre 
Now I didn’t go to the consultations this year, mostly 
week or we’ll close your kids school,” but I did send in 
my comments as asked. Well low and behold, Ms. Wu 
was the only one to respond and thank me for my com- 
ments. I guess the rest are way to busy to type a thank you 
and click on reply. Or was it because I had an opinion they 
didn’t agree with. 
Also the last time I went to a school board meeting I 
was met wi$ a display of arrogance and disdain by the 
majority of the board because I had the nerve to speak‘ 
out against the 4day week. I do have to say that there are 
some board members who showed some genuine signs of 
empathy and to them I apologize for $s letter. 
The facts are that there were some-goodsolutions 
put forward by others that were workable. Tkey weren’t 
perfect but they were a trade off that both sides c 
have lived with. Other school boards have mhaged to 
solutions and there is no reason why this one couldn’t 
For some reason this board is hell bent on keeping the 
&day week no maher what the cost to children and par- 
:nts. If I was to speculate (as Jessica did on Ms. Wu’s 
-ationale) I might say it’s for their own personal politi- 
:al ambitions. Oh no, did that just slip out. But I’m just 
L working stiff, what do I know? I just pay my taxes so 
hose school board members can afford to sit in those big 
:hairs and look down on me. If the poor economy isn’t 
:nough to drive young working families out of Terrace, 
hen the 4-day school week will finish the job. 
To Ms. Wu and the others who voted in favour of a 
i-day adjusted school week, thank you and keep up the 
;ood work. 
Clay Dunsford. Terrace, BC 
be questioned in any way? Give me a break,I can’t sit I 
hasn’t been inother one since.) i 
I 
because last year all I got out of it was “go with the Cday I 
1 
I 
I 
\ 
Inappropriate trailers 
)ear Sir: 
I took my tko young school-aged chil%n to see the 
‘:OO pm showing of the new “release,imovie, “Eight Be- 
DW”, at the Tillicum TwhTheabe in Terrace.,This is 
Xsney movie rated “G” for family entertainment. 
To my total disgust and great mger there were three 
re-movie trailers shown all rated at least “14A” if not 
R”. These trailers upset my famiIy enough that we had 
D leave the theatre. Other parents covered their children’s 
yes and ears while some tried to rush their children out 
tumbling in the dark and spilling popcorn. 
It is bad enough that we as an audience are held captive 
Dr as long as 10-15 minutes before the feature film and 
ombarded by trailers of advertisements but when horror 
iovie trailers are projected larger than life on a screen 
itended for family viewing we have to draw the line. 
I went to complain to the management and was told 
alf-heartedly that, ‘La mistake had been made.” 
Since this incident several parents have told me about 
imilar “mistakes” being made at our lbal theatre. There 
i no excuse for this kind of behaviour. Shame on you Til- 
cum. Next time I’ll wait until the video is released. 
Crystal Thomas, Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our d r e s s  
i 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. You can 
uc us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at newsroom@ 
?n-acestandard. corn No attachments, please. Name, 
ddress and phone number required for verijcm‘oa 
. The Bugs are Back! 
It's been an easy winter, mild temperatures 
by Terrace standards. To the best of my 
knowledge the coldest day this year was 
less then half that of our record low. While 
this trend of warm winters is great for those 
tender plants, and tender people, it leaves us 
with a large problem that we have to contend 
with in the spring, BUGS. Tent caterpillars 
are on the go and growing fast and I have 
already seen aphids outside this year so 
don't loose any time. We are fortunate that 
safe pesticides and natural pest controls are 
being discovered every year. 
There are more highly effective, safe 
and natural pest controls readily available 
today then ever before. Now nematodes, a 
microscopic organism, are available to ad to 
the,soil as a natural pest control for fungus 
knats, white fly, weevil's and, much more. 
Lady bugs can be purchased to clean up 
aphids and scale. And BTK is very effective 
on tent caterpillars, cabbage worm leaf 
rollers, and tomato horn worm. 
Though at times the task before us look 
hopeless and the enemy formidable I assure 
you with our strong community spirit and 
Gods help I know we will prevail. 
30 Litres of Spray! Reg. $12.49 
*Trees & Shrubs   TU^ 
*Annuals 
*Perennials *Specialty R ododendrom 
*Garden Sup lies R - 
635-26Q3 
W8 Highway 16 West, Terra 
c 
I . 
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I BUSINESS REVIEW 
It 
KENTON METTHEWS stands with the display from McBike, one of the retailers 
which had a display at the 2006 Terrace and Distric hamber of Commerce’s trade 
It was judged top spot in the retail category. 
A BIKE SHOP, spas, and a nursery were 
among the winners of the 2006 Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce trade show: 
Despite the event conflicting with the Eas- 
titer long weekend organizers say attendance 
was up by 300 adult visits this fair over last 
year’s show. the governmentkommunity division. 
Judges chose winners in several catego- 
ries and based their decisions on signage, 
P alism and first impression. 
McBike, Alcan earned accolade$ in the in- 
dustrial aivision while the commercial dis- 
play winner was Skeena Waste Water Dis- 
posal. The service booth winner went to 
Sante Skin and Laser Centre while the Ter- 
race Bingo Association earned top marks in 
Thejudges chose Spa Essentials’ booth 
for the’best overall display while the exhibi- 
tors choice went to Uplands Nurserynerrace 
retail category top ;pot cwent t 
by Thorn Ehrker “We still have many hurdles to overcome 
in the next 18 months, but we feel that we 
have put together a workable road map to 
overcome these hurdles,” Sebastian said. 
The decision to go with a co-generation 
was based on the nature of the Suskwa re- 
source. 
our forests’ mi$eupu b$gd60 per 
, we feel that co-genis the way for 
us to build something meaningful and long- 
lasting that can only [make] the road before 
us easier,” Sebastian said. 
“When it is completed, we should make 
a future for our children and our children’s 
children,” he added. 
Generating power using a variety of 
SUSKWA chiefs of the Hazeltons say 
they expect an influx of $50 million into the 
economy of the region in announcing plans 
to build a co-generation power plant using 
wood fibre from the area. 
p$ four-stage plan has been developed 
vp*, Hazelron ~~Fibr$’‘and an undiscloskd 
power company. 
The move is the latest in ongoing efforts 
of the Gitsxan to regain control of resourc- 
es in their traditional territories that started 
with watershed trust agreement negotiations 
in 2002, say the chiefs. 
Suskwa chiefs spokesman Jack Sebastian 
Terrace C u r T  
e”\ N.OTlCE OF 
ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING 
(i and 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS 
Take notice that the Annual General Meeting and Election of 
Officers for the Terrace Curling Associafion has been set for 
Wednesday, May 10, 2006 in the lounge of the Terrace Curling 
Club, 2510 School Street, Terrace, B.C. The meeting will be 
called to order at 7:OO p.m. 
Take Notice and Govern Yourself Aecordingly 
said the project is only in its infancy but is 
confident within 24 to 30 months they will 
be able to start construction of the 12-18 
megawatt plant. 
means, including wood fibre, is being en- 
courage by the provincial government as a 
way of expanding B.C.’s power supply. 
Withjles from The Interior News 
I, 
Corns visit us @ QW new location 
. -. 
__ jr TERRACE HOSPICE S O C ~ E ~  
invites you to attend I 
II ANNMAL GENERAL MEEllNG 
Full Service 7 Days 0 A Week 
lton powe 
, gen’erate business 
1 Tuesday, May 9,2006 
Registration 7:OO p.m. for meeting 7:30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Education Room 
Welcome: Members, Volunteers and all Interested Community members. 
I 
: ,  
1 
Spring Sensation Omelette 
> S U B M I T T E D  BY R O B I N  MULLER 
10 steamed fiddleheads 
1/4 cup shrimp (cooked) or flaked salmon (cooked) 
4 tbsp of chives or green onions 
* pinch of pressed garlic 
sprinkle of shredded cheese of your choice 
Preparation Instructions: 
1 Crack eggs into a large bowl, add milk and stir til mixed. 
2 Add fiddleheads, shrimp or salmon or both, chiveslgreen 
3 Pour into a large frying pan, which contains the pressed, 
4 Cook on med - low heat so eggs cook well and 
5 Fold over and flip omelette to other side, cook for a 
6 Transfer to a plate when cheese has melted 
, 
onions, mix well but not overly. 
Ingredients heat nicely. 
couple more minutes, sprinkle cheese over at this time. 
- - - - I I I I n n ~ ~ Y I - - L n I I I I I  
Thanks to the Chefs at NWCC and our media sponsors: 
NOTICE TO ELECTORS WITHIN THE PROPOSED 
Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine ELECTOR ALTERNATIVE APPROVAL PROCESS 
SKEENA REGIONAL TRANSIT SYSTEM SERVICE AREA 
, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the-Board of Directors of‘the Regional District-of Kitimat-Stikine, by bylaw 
proposes to establish the Skeena Regional Transit System Service Area for the, purpose of providing public 
I ,  . I :  1 , ij.. +XG% :1 rvice to persons with special needs. 
e area is based on the results of a community survey in consultation with BC Tr 
ticipants will consist of a portion of Electoral Area ”C” that includes areas in the general vicinity of Copper 
River/Copperside Estates, Gossen Creek, Brauns Island, New Remo, and Jackpine Flats/Williams Creek. 
The service to be provided will be achieved through integration of the existing Terrace/Thornhill transit sys- 
tem and the introduction of a transit link between the communities of Terrace and Kitimat. 
The service to be provided will be done under partnership and cost-sharing arrangements among the Re- 
gional District of Kitimat-Stikine, Northern Health, BC Transit and other local sfakeholders including the City 
of Terrace,’ District of Kitimat, and Kitamaat, Kitselas and Kitsumkalum First Nations. 
The net share of annual costs to the service area will be recovered by a property value tax levied on land 
and improvements. The maximum amount that may be requisitioned annually shall not exceed 50G for each 
$1,000 of net taxable value of land and improvements included in the service area. 
It is estimated that initially the net annual cost to the service area will be in the order of $10,000 per year, 
with a tax rate of approximately 25G per $1,000 on residential assessment values. 
TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that: 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine may proceed with the adoption of the Skeena Regional Transit Service 
Area Establishment Bylaw No. 525, 2006, unless,at least 80 electors within the service area indicate by 
signing the Elector Response Forms that the Board must obtain the assent of the electors by way of referendum 
before proceeding with the adoption of the bylaw. 
The Elector Response Form must be in the form as established by the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine and 
forms are available from the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine on request. 
The only persons entitled to sign Elector Response Forms ars electors of the service area to which the alterna- 
tive approval process opportunity applies, which is the Skeena Regional Transit System Service Area estab 
lished by the Skeena Regional Transit Service Area Establishment Bylaw No. 525, 2006. 
The deadline for delivering the original signed Elector Response Forms to the Regional District of Kitimat-Sti- 
kine is 4:30 p.m. on the 5th day of June, 2006. Forms must be received by the deadline to be counted. 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine has estimated that the total number of electors within the service area is  
801 and that 10% of that number or 80 electors must submit Elector Response Forms to prevent the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine from adopting the bylaw without the assent of the electors. 
Copies of the proposed Skeena Regional Transit Service Area Establishment Bylaw No. 525, 2006 and 
related records and information may be obtained from Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine offices at 300 
- 4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC, V8G 4E1 during regular office hours Monday to Friday (excluding 
public holidays) from the date of this notice until the 5th day of June, 2006. 
QUALIFICATIONS FOR RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT PROPERTY ELECTORS 
Resident Elector: 
You are entitled to submit an elector response form as a Resident Elector if you: 
P are 18 years or older on the date of submission of the Elector Response Form, 
P are a Canadian citizen, 
* have resided in British Columbia for 6 months and in that part of Electoral Area ”C” of the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine that is  a participating area for the Skeena Regional Transit System Service Area 
for at least 30 days prior to signing the elector response form. 
It 
c 
Plon-Resident Property Elector: 
You may submit an elector response form as a Non-Resident Elector if you: 
* are 18 years or older on the date of submission of the elector response form, 
* are a Canadian citizen, 
* have resided in British Columbia for at least the prior 6 months, 
* have owned and held registered title to property in that portion of Electoral Area ”C” of the Regional Dis- 
trict of Kitimat-Stikine that is  a participating area for the Skeena Regional Transit System Service Area for at 
least 30 days prior to signing the elector response form and do NQB qualify as ea Resident Elector. 
If there is  more than one registered owner of the property (either as joint tenants or tenants in common) only 
one individual may, with the written consent of the majority, submit an elector response form. 
For further information, or to obtain the Elector Response Forms, or copies of the proposed Skeena Regional 
Transit Service Area Establishment Bylaw, please contact the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine office at 300 
- 4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC, V8G 4E1 or by telephone at (250) 615-61 00 or 1-800-663-3208. 
Given under my hand at Terrace, BC this 21 st day of April, 2006. 
Bob Marcellin, Administrator 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
. . .. . 
I 
, 
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BUSINESS REVIEW. 
CIBC closes 
its, branch 
in Stewart 
which couid m s e  deposits 
which would then generate 
operating income. 
Locals in Stewart were 
shocked by CIBC’s an- 
nouncement. 
“We were surprised by it 
because we had no advance 
warning that they were clos- 
hg,” says town administra- 
tor John Holland. “We’re 
upset by it of course.” 
He’s worried about how 
people will cash cheques or 
how businesses will do cash 
deposits. 
“A lot of times ”these 
mines comerin and look at 
the services in your commu- 
nity and I would think that a 
bank would benan important 
feature,” said McKay. 
But she’s quick to add 
that when the tourist sea- 
son picks up debit cards and 
credit cards tend to be the 
preferred method of pay- 
ment and the impact may not 
be as bad as some think. 
‘’ CIBC spokesman Rob 
McLeod says the building 
the existing branch is lo- 
cated in is old and must be 
replaced. 
“Our branch building in 
Stewart is 50 years old and 
has reached the end of its 
natural life,” he says, esti- 
mated to build a new build- 
ing could cost more than $1 
million. 
“That expense is difficult 
to justify based on the cur-. 
rent business case.” 
“The population has 
fallen dramatically and our 
business levels have fallen 
b SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
, NORTHERN SAVINGS 
Credit Union is examining 
whether it may be able to fill 
the void that will be left in 
the border town of Stewart 
when its only bank shuts its 
doors. 
The CIBC branch in 
‘ Stewart is closing down Oct. 
13 and that leaves the town 
I of 500, and the neighbour- 
ing town of Hyder, Alaska 
without a bank at all. 
Stewart mayor Angela 
Brand Danuser has already 
approached officials at the 
Northern Savings Credit 
, Union to see if they would 
be interested in opening a,\ 
branch. 
Mike Tam, chief execu- 
tive officer of Northern Sav- 
ings confirmed tlie financial 
institution is interested in 
the possibility, but it must 
o do its due diligence on the 
feasibility. 
He’s contacted senior 
CIBC officials to get more 
information about the Stew- along with that.” 
art branch’s business. He says the bank under- Power play 
With a small population stands the difficult position 
it’s important to determine the move leaves the town 
if there is a business case for in and is examining its op- 
opening a branch; Tarr said. , tions. CIBC officials will be 
One option i s  to see if in Stewart next month for 
B.c HYDRO worker Trevor Truhn reaches way up 
from his bucket as he and other workers did line 
work April 26 on Lakelse Ave. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO [j 
iJ there any organizations community meetings. 
/8--1/~/110-/1111/121)13~1 
BOOK SALE BOOK SALE BOOK SALE I BOOK SALE BOOK SALE BOOK SALE 
Driving to Terrace is sim- 
ply not a good enough-op- ..; 
To see a listing of our Canadian fflilitary 
Heritage documentaries, visit our Web site at 
I wrrw.waamps.ca or order a pamphlel bv callina 1.800-250-3030. Full Ser.vice 7 Days A Week 
Regulur prking 
will resume 
Scrt., Muy 13th. 
1O:OO a.m. - 1O:OO p.m. 
George LiWe Park 
For more information, contact 
Helen Owen at 250-638-8583 
or emud: howen @bC.cuncer.cu 
2006 
Pioneer 24QBH 
A 
GARAGE OPT. 066 MSRP $23,769 I-800-313-7189 
4916 Highway 16, Terrace 615-7187 
I , - .  _ .  . . _  
0 
// 
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: with unity progress 
ONE TAHLTAN leader hopes last year’s 
confrontations and’( disputes leading to a 
blockade of a resource road and arrests can 
be avoided this year. 
At issue is who within the Tahltan com- 
munity can make resource use and other 
decisions on’their traditional territory to the 
north of here, but Tahltab Central Council 
president Curtis Rattray says much progress 
was, made’ at a session of leaders and elders 
earlier-his spring. 
, “Uiiity is starting to happen ‘ h d  that’s‘re- 
’re now lworking on creating struc- 
d policies, deciding who is respon- 
r what activity,” he added. 
Rattray said that while the Tahltb are 
c> working on unity and decision-making, it coal deposits. 
, would be unrealistic to assume that each and 
every decision is going to have the support 
of each and every Tahltan. 
“But we are-making every effort to re- 
solve issues as a nation,” he said. 
Pushing everything is the growing world- 
wide demand for metals, resulting in a parade 
of mining and resource companies making 
Tahlh territorys wondering 
terests. 
The stand-alone Tahltan Nation Develop- 
ment Corporation, which strikes deals with 
mining and other companies to do work for 
them, also plays a role but it is also regarded 
with suspicion by some Tahltan. 
Conflict broke out early last year when a 
group of elders and others upset at how the 
Tahltan band at Telegraph Creek was being 
run occupied its offices. 
Then Shell Canada, which has provincial 
approval to explore the Klappan area for 
coalbed methane natural gas potential, pulled 
out after protests by elders and others. 
And in July, a resource road into the 
Klappan was blocked, preventing Fortune 
Minerals from doing work on its anthracite 
The company then obtained an injunction 
and the blockade was lifted after arrests were 
made but further legal action was halted. 
Rattray said the general consensus among 
Tahltan leaders and elders is that the central 
council will now speak on resource issues 
witwn their traditional territory. 
“It will all come through the central coun- 
cil and we’re now working on those de 
I’ 
1 
, 
’ said Rattray. 
, 
,) 
j 
her to gain he said. ‘ 
But the central council will only,act once 
internal conflict leaders. and elders give 
scope and pace of tray continued. 
ed against ~ And he said elders i 
nal use of ,mer’s protests were part of the March ses- 
d worries about sion organize reate a unified decision 
tisfying to provincial 
mines minister Bill Bennett as it is leading to 
certainty for his’government arid for mining 
and resource companies eager to do business 
in the Tahltan territory. 
“We now regard the T h t a n  Central 
Council as speaking for what happens off- 
reserve,” said Bennett. “It’s a pretty big im- 
provement compared to where we were last 
year. I have to give the Tahltan a lot of credit 
arge scale proj- m I ,  
ds, the Tahltan 
k, which also 
and the Iskut 
ease Lake. 
band councils only make de- 
g their village lands, leaving 
on of decision making within 
The Tahltan Central Council, ‘ made up 
the much larger Tahltan territory. 
1 
10 main Tahl t i  
act as the dki-  
n the traditional ter- 
have been criticized 
ve of al1,Tahltan in- 
for the work thiy’ve done.” 
Rattray said the leaders’ and elders’ sum- 
mit established five goals - communication, 
healing, land‘ use policy, governing struc- 
tures and unity. 
, 
” RESOURCE COMPANIES are going to 
have to meet a high standard if they want 
their projects approved in Tahltan traditional 
Tahlt,an Central Council president Curtis 
Rattray said projects are going to have to 
achieve an 85 per cent approval in ratifica- 
tion votes. 
The NovaGold deal with the Tahltan 
promises jobs, business opportunities and a 
trust fund based on royalties. 
’ Although the NovaGold proposal re- 
ceived 85 per cent support, Rattray did add 
that only approximately 500 Tahltan voted 
when the deal went to ratification late last 
year. And he wasn’t certain what percentage 
$4 $ territory, says one.of their leaders. 
” 
That’s the same percentage of Tahltan that 500 represented of the Tahltan nation. 
who approved an economic and social de- “We don’t have that kind of baseline in- 
velopment deal with NovaGold Resources, formation. It could be 3,000 to 6,000 peo- 
which has ci world-class copper and gold ple,” said Rattray of the Tahltan population. 
property at Galore Creek set to go through “Your guess is as good as mine.” 
environmental approval very soon, he said. The Tahltan, just like any other native 
“NovaGold set the precedent. That’s go- group, have people living within reserves on 
ing to be what’s needed for development their traditional territory but also have peo- 
projects on our traditional territory in thec ple living outside of that territory making it 
future,” added Rattray. difficult to come up with precise member- 
“Anything like 50 per cent plus one won’t ship numbers. 
do. It’s going to be 85 per cent from now , Establishing exactly how many Tahltan 
on.” there are is one of the priorities of the central 
“Ideally we want consensus but we know council. 
that’s not going to be realistic. But I can tell “But we have a lot of priorities and it 
you projects won’t be approved if there is comes down to the capacity issue,” said Rat- 
anything lower than 75 to 80 per cent,” Rat- tray of the limited manpower and money the 
tray continued. central council has to do its job. 
1. ,FACTORY DIRECT 
I I SPRING SALE 
16” x 16” x 2 Y2” ,SLABS (GWY) $2.99 ea. 
8” x 4” SCP PAVERS (GWY) .50$ ea. 
8” X 16 X I ‘h” SLABS (Grey) I .99$ ea. 
TYPE !,0 CEMENT (88 Lb. Bag) $1 0.29 ea. 
SPECML PRICIM OM SECOMDS OFALL IullllDS! 
NOW OPEN ON SATURDAYS 
Buy Direct And Save 
I 
3751 OLD W L S E  UKE DRIVE, TERRACE, B.C. 
63818477 OR 6354936 I 
Keep enjoying it all with Delta by 
Oticon. A whole new generation of 
hearing enhancement. 
For a free hearing test, 
call 1-800-563-HEAR. 
OlIcon * Delta 
I Emails cance@royallepage.ca 
~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l  Royal LePage Terrace ROYAL L ~ P A G ~  
#I 02-4644 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. -IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
I 
i, 
Beat Swap %t 
I Spring Sale 
I Contact Rmm at 847-3678 
Willow Tree Ornaments 
Just For Mom Picture Frames, 
Yankee Candles 
First Nation’s Silver Jewelry 
Plaques & Figurines 
Wind Chimes ,& G<arden Ornaments 
Complihentary Gift Wrappi& Available 
Join us for Q CeIebration of Northwest 
I\, Women Entrepreneurs! 
May 18, 8:30 - 6 : O Q  pm 
Coast Inn of the West, Terrace 
The ultimate event for women! 
Guest Speakers, Forums, Networking 
Business Skills and Mentor Workshops 
Starting a new business? 
Workshop for aspiring entrepreneurs 
Learn how and where to start! 
Already running a business? 
Plug into new business trends 
Workshop for s tra teg ic g row t h 
\ 
, 
Early bird registration to May 10: $45 
ister at’wwww.womensenterprise.ca or call 1-808-643-7014 ext 112 
IrrtIDnt 
L ‘*) CENTRE Chamber Of Commerce WOMEN’S ENTERPRISE 
I 1: . .  
\ 
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Something. was in the sky 
over Terrace on April 24 
TERRACE’S REPUTATION as a UFO sighting hot spot 
continues thanks to two independent reports from two 
couples who both saw mysterious lights in the sky the 
evening of April 24. 
The lights were described as blue-coloked balls with 
tails coming out the back, says Houston, B.C.-based UFO 
researcher Brian Vike. ’ 
Vike; one of North America’s leading UFO researchers, 
said having two independent reports makes the occurrence 
“In the first report there were three balls and in the sec- 
ond, two. Whether one was behind the other then, I don’t 
know,” he continued. 
‘ The sightings were at about the same time - shortly after 
7:30 p.m. - as well and’the weaher conditions that evening 
were excellent. ued. 
“That this took place during daylight makes it very inter- 
esting,” Vike said. 
The first couple was on Munroe St. on the Bench and the 
second in the arena parking lot. Their sightings were toward 
the south. Neither reported a sound coming from the respec- 
“They moved together, silently through the sky from our 
right to our lef! sides,” reported the wife of the first couple’s 
observation. 
“They were. fast,,but slow enough that we both could say 
‘Do you see that?’ and look back.” 
The woman added that she would not have told anyone 
but that her husband “is a non-believer of anything, and even 
he saw it.” 
The husband of the second couple said their sighting 
“One large one and a smaller one underneath. I jumped 
out of the truck and said, ‘Did yo: see that?’ and she said 
‘yes,”’ he said of his wife. 
“[It] was kind of spooky. Never seen anything like this 
before in my life - probably never again,” the man contin- 
Vike welcomes information from anybody else who saw 
Terrace at one time ranked near the top of UFO sightings 
Vike can be reached at hb’cufo@telus.net. His Web site is 
all that more tantalizing. 1 looked like flares or a welding spark. 
’ something in the sky shortly after 7:30 p.m. on April 24. 
for all of Canada. 
‘ tive objects. http://www.hbccufo. and his phone is 250-845-21 89. 
. V0I.u n teers bag up garbage 
By YVONNE MOEN 
MORE THAN 180 bags of garbage were collected as the 
Terrace Beautification Society held its annual garbathon 
April 23. 
Volunteers scoured vacant lots, sidewalks, pathways and 
other places as Fey picked up litter and other objects aban 
doned over the course of the winter. 
The garbathon was dedicated to the memory of Vesta 
Douglas, a supporter$ of the beautification society since its 
start 20 years ago. 
Vesta,,who passed away earlier this ye;, always looked 
Volunteers gathered at garbathon-sponsor’McDonald’ s to 
pick up empty bags and to return full ones to a large dump- 
ster provided by the Waste Management company. 
Terrace scouts and cubs also participated as pait of Pitch- 
In Canada Day. We also received large yellow plastic bags 
from Pitch-In Canada. 
.Society members &cussed the day’s work and feel that 
there are still areas needing attention and,)for example, hope 
e ’encourage everyone to look for a litter basket or 
simply take your litter home next time you have an empty 
container or wrapper. By working together, we ‘can ‘make 
I 
city will work with owners of empty lots. 
, forward to coming out and helping, Terrace litter free. > h 
i 
NGrE]L][ (CAS 4621-6 Lak& AVO. 
, Terrace, B.C. A 1 HAIR SALON. 6 IS-0092 
Terrace Child and Youth Mental Health Services 
Presents 
Dr. Diane Fast 
. Child Psychiatrist from B:C Children’s Hospita 
Neuropsychiatry Unit 
Discussing. . 
How to help children and adolescents with 
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders: looking 
at behavioural and psychiatric concerns. 
I May 9,2006 Health Unit Auditorium 7:OO PM - 9:OO PM, 
Everyone is welcome! de I 
L 
VANDERHOOF AND DISTRICTS CO-OP 
’ CELEBRATES ANOTHER RECORD Y 
Vanderhoof Co-op achieved record sales of $76.9 million which 
L I  
increase of $24.0 million or 45.2% over the previous year. 
million increase in patronage allocation along with $422,000 of improvements in 
- erations. The, net earnings of $5.8 million represent the 
created by owning and using Federated Co-operatives 
eratiJe wholesale organization. 
I’ Net earnings increased $1.9 million”to a record $5.8 million and are due to $1.4 
Vanderhoof Co-op’s President Mr. Ken Loper described last years results 
d >  excellent financial achievement” reporting “positive sales trends in all depart 
to the members attending the Co-op’s 61 st Annual Meeting held Monday Apn 
at the Nechako Senior Citizens Friendship Centre. 
leen Erickson, Nirmal P 
are Bud Pye, Dan Clearwaters and Cesar Isidoro. New on the board this year and 
elected by acclamation to fill the remainder of Pat Coom 
jorie Makow. Board Executive I;emaic? unchanged, ?his) 
l i  den!,,Bud;Pyk , l,st,vice, Rene,,J$neS‘2nd vice and Dav, 
Special Service Awards were presented and includ 
to Sean Rogers and Donna MyCock, 1 0-year award t 
to Ken Silver and 20-year awards to Richard Thompson and Noreen Michayk. Re- 
tirement recognition was given to Vikki Stavast, s 
Boychuck and Shirley Abercrombie who receive 
Chamber of Commerce. 
TERRACE -BEAUTIFICATION SOCIETY members Val 
Parr, left, and Yvonne Moen prepare large bags for vol- 
unteers who turned out April 23 for the group’s annual 
garbathon in which the winter’s litter is collected. 
I 
I 
i 
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News 
in Brief 
Truck’ 
recovered 
RCMP OFFPCERS who 
stopped a service truck 
discovered it to have 
been stolen earGer in the 
eveningApril27. Z- 
Just gfter 3 am., po- 
lice checked the vehicle 
on’ Century St. in, Thom- 
hill‘and arrested the 22- 
year-old male driver. 
They learned the ve- 
hicle, that had a broken 
window and ignition, 
had been taken from the 
Inland Kenworth lot and 
fencing had been dam- 
of money from the Royal 
somebody took $3,000 
suspects,’’ said Staff Sgt. 
The, Legion has since 
tightened up its internal 
security, he said. 
Youth charged 
after fence 
was damaged 
A YOUNG MAN arrested other tasks the board looks 
after driving over a fence after. 
at Skeena Junior Secondary The vandalism budget 
School has been charged. covers the entire year, in- 
The 17-year-old, who cluding the summer, he 
cannot be named because says. 
he’s a minor, was charged Prosecutors do have the 
April 18 with mischief un- option of asking for res& 
der $5,000, having the care tution if a person is found 
and control of a motor ve- guilty of damaging prop- 
hicle while impaired and erty. 
care and control of a motor This matter had also been 
vehicle while having a blood considered for restorative 
alcohofreading of more than justice, a process which 
80 mg. takes place outside of the 
Damage to the fence to- criminal justice system. 
talled about $900 and the On March 26 shortly af- 
school board has paid for the ter 3 a.m., a highway patrol 
repairs, says Chuck Moms, officer spotted a’blue 1988 
director of facility services Plymouth van travelling 
for Coast Mountains School east on Hwyl6 with sparks 
District 82. flying from its rear driver’s 
The money comes out side wheel that was missing 
of the board’s budget for atire. 
vandalism, put aside every The officer followed the 
school year from taxpayers’ vehicle and arrested the 
money. driver after he stopped on 
Vandalism isn’t too corn- Queensway Drive. 
mon here compared to 0th- Later that same day Ter- 
er school districts, Moms race RCMP learned of dam- 
says. age to a fence at Skeena’ 
“Of course even with the Junior. Eight steel posts con- 
little bit of vandalism we do nected with a chain along 
experience it would be nice the north side of a walkway 
not to have to use any of that at the school had been bro- 
budget for it,” he says. ken off their mounts, bent 
“We’ve actually seen a and moved a short distance 
. 
www.hawkair.ca 
Call MacCarthy Motors at 258-635-4941, or visit us at 5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace. [License f58931 
. .  
J 
ever for public education. 
Smaller classes , 
without the consent of the teacher of the c'lass affected. 
New accountability 
and school districts in consulation with parents and educators through school planning councils. 
Record funding 
visit www.ach ieve bc.ca. 
I 
\ 
, 
. ,  
I .  
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THE KITIMAT-STIKINE' 
regional district has given 
third reading to a bylaw that 
would allow a piece of land in 
the Copper River subdivision 
to be re-zoned for a gravel 
extraction and processing 
operation. 
That means the bylaw has 
the board's support in princi- 
ple and final approval is pend- 
E ing the Ministry of Transpor- 
Y tation's approval, said district 
planner Ted Pellegrino. 
Pellegrino said the board 
expects that approval will 
come in time for the regional 
district's May meeting. 
The applicant, Geny Loz- 
. inski, would then have to 
i 
f 
istry regarding Lozinski's ap- 
used for residential 
I -   
I 
i 
I 
C I Call MacCarthy Motors at 250-635-4941, or visit us at 5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace. [License #5893] 
. .  
I - '  '-. . , _ _  ... , 
' ,  
e Outsta 
0ur most excitjng 
Canadian Tire opening 1 
nding savings on great products for yourself, your family, your 
Exciting new brands for all of your family needs 
Bigger and better store to enhance your shopping experience 
5100 Hwy 16 West 
Store: 25043517178 Service: 258163518677 
Locally owned and operated. 
Join us at our newly expanded store in ,Terrace 
ever! 
home and you r car 
Park Ave I 
E a i( 
,Around Town -1 
At the top of their 
numbers games 
TERRACE STUDENTS continue to thrive in the 
The class of 2006 had a hard act to follow, as 
2005 grad Mark Hepbum scored 100 per cent in 
his final year of math. 
While she couldn’t equal the improbable feat, 
Caledonia Seconda$s Brianna Benzer scored 
an exceptional 99 per cent’in her math provincial 
exam. 
Other notable scores from this year’s class in- 
clude: Karly Mcleod (94 per cent), Robyn Cater 
(88 per cent), Sean Davidson (87 per cent) and 
Shannon King (86 per cent). ‘ 
‘ I  discipline of mathematics. I’ 
0 
Our Northwest 
“REGIONAL WRITING contributors have again 
made their way onto the pages of Our Canada 
magazine, this time in the April/May issue. ’ 
Terrace native Gayle- Holtom’s submission 
(page 28) tells of her most memorable Mother’s 
Day spent with her mom in Russia. 
Their two-week trip, to Russia and Ukraine end- 
ed on Mother’s Day and Holtom got a kick out of 
being able to wish a Happy Mother’s Day in four 
separate countries as the pair travelled back’ from 
Russia through Finland and the U.S. to Canada. 
North of here, Stewart resident and glacier guide 
Ken Lambe takeEaders through hisnormal day 
during the short tourist season (pagr56). 
The 3our includes stops in the rainforest, a 
salmon spawning creek where bears feed, aban- 
doned and active mines and, of course, the Salmon 
Glacier. 
‘‘Standing on a kocky ledgd over 600 metres 
above the glacier, I point out how far it has receded 
in the past decade,” writes Lambe. 
The tour is capped by a trip to a bar in Hyder, 
Alaska, where some of Lambe’s clients become 
“H y derized.” 
The national magazine takes written and photo- 
graphic contributions from across Canada. 
A league of their own 
THE TERRACE Sacred Heart Catholic Women’s 
’LeagueofCanadawill celebrateits 60th anniversary 
this Saturday, May 6 at the Best Western Inn from 
11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. . 
The Sacred Heart Council was chartered in 
1946, with Mrs. J.bSpitze1 its first president. In 
those days, meetings were held in the basement of 
the Rectory and the group boasted 80-plus mem- 
bers. 
The council would move to its own school and 
gymnasium in 1959 but in 1967 the gym burned 
down and all records were lost. 
In 1989,‘-the council went into recess until 1994 
and 10 members stayed on. It paid off as there are 
again more than 80 members with the Christian 
The women have been busy over the years in 
their fundraising for both local and international 
causes. 
They donate to the Coady Institute, Least Coin, 
Matre Cre, Development and Peace, Youth Group, 
Transition House for women, muffins for Jr. high 
school, the emergency shelter, the Dr. R.E.M. Lee 
Hospital Foundation, Veritas school and the Ter- 
race Churches Food Bank among others. 
Saturday’s gathering will feature guest speaker 
Helen Gordon from Resurrection Catholic Wom- 
en’s League in Fort St. John. 
Women’s League. ,o 
/ - 
For info and reservation, call 635-2179. 
Ready, set, relay 
THIS SATURDAY marks the annual Canadian 
Cancer\Society’s Terrace edition of the Relay for 
Life at its usual location in George Little Park. 
And with just three days to go. volunteer orga- 
nizer Helen Owen is confident last year’s $55,000 
raised will be eclipsed. Her goal is $6 1.000. 
’Currently, there are 29 teams (325 participants) 
with paid registrations (last year there were 24 
teams, 276 participants). 
As an enticement for already registered and po- 
tential participants, prizes are on the line. The top 
pledge earner will be rewarded with a return trip 
for two on Via Rail from Terrace to Jasper, while 
the second prize is a barbecue donated by Cana- 
dian Tire. 
The top team’s reward is $250 gift certificates 
from Boston Pizza. 
. There will be hourly participant draws, team 
prizes for team spirit, best decorated site, etc. 
The 1Zhour relay begins with tl?e survivor lap 
at 10 a.m. sharp. Owen and the cancer s o c i e ~  in- 
vites all cancer survivors to take part in this lap and 
join us for a post-lap reception in the survivor tent. 
To register call 638-8583. 
The closing ceremonies will feature the antici- 
pated luminary ceremony at 10 p.m. Luminaries 
can be purchased on site d l  day ($5 eahh) in mem- 
ory of someone we have lost to cancer or in honour 
of someone battling cancer. . . 
Children’s activities will be happening from 
noon to 4 p.m. and a series of entertainers will 
appear throughout the day as follows: 10 a.m. 
Townsend, Rachel & Crissy: 11 a.m. Accousticish 
Originals; 12 p.m. Sheldon Davidson; 1 p.m. Any- 
thing August; 2 p-m. Southern Streamline; 3 p.m. 
Shoes That Fit; 4 p.m. Strange Ways; 5 p.m. Pure 
Morning; 6 p.m. Milestone; 7 p.m. Dizzy Strings; 
8 p.m. Jessica Hogg; 9 p.m. Copper Mountain. 
Scott headlines two 
days”of free, family fun 
the value and importance of 
young families in the com- 
munity.” 
In conjunction with the 
concerts, a group of local so- 
cial providers is also staging 
the Early Years Family Fair 
for families with children at 
By DUSTIN QUUADA without local and corporatc 
sponsorship. 
DON’T KID yourself., Success by 6 is a unique 
Success by 6 community partnership com- 
Northwest has mitted to ensuring that all 
landed a giant children in Terrace and area 
in thc world of receive a good start in lifc 
children’s and family so that ‘by the time 
entertainment. & they start the Terrace Arena Banquet 
award winning singer, 
songwriter, actor ani 
dulcimer player and he 
bringing his acclaimc 
act to the Terrace area 11 
Friday and Saturday for 
pair of free concerts. 
Though his career 1 
has spanned more than 
three decades, a 1990 - 
invitation to play music 
in schools turned his atten- 
tion to young people and 
this soon became his major 
focus. 
‘ And that has Brenda they , 
Sissons, the. Success by G a r e 
Northwest’s coordinator, p h y s i - 
thrilled to have him coming cally, so- 
to perform. 1 cially and “He’s the kind of guy that emotion- 
just sticks in your mind,”. ally ready 3 
said Sissons, recalling her to learn. 
own son seeing the perform- S i s s o n s  
er as a child. says one of 
“He has that,. focus, he the focuses 
likes to bring enjoyment to for Success 
people and have them be the by 6 is to raise 
best they can be.” . public aware- 
Scott, who is known for ness of children’s 
combining upbeat humour early years, add- 1 
and poignant human com- ing the concerts 
mentary that have earned are a way to show 1 
him a devoted following of Terrace is a family 7 
all ages, doesn’t tour much 
anymore, making his visit “It’s important to ‘ 
that much more special, says 
Sissons, adding the shows together,” added Sissons. 7 
couldn’t have been staged 
Rick Scott is an , 
’ 
-, , 
1 
friendly place. 
coine out and have fun 
“It’s a weekend to celebrate 
Time to 
> ’  push the 
Panic( Button 
IT’S GOING to be OK. 
There’s a stob behind Vancouver quartet Panic 
Button’s name, says lead guitarist Gordon Grdina. 
“We were looking for a name and (drummer) Dan 
Gaucher had this panic button that when you pushed 
it a flag popped out with a tag saying “It’s going to be 
OK,” Grdina said. 
just an OK time. 
“You’ll get some 
sional musicians 
have collaborated on 
a number of projects 
before, but Panic 
Button is a new 
The musicians are in the region touring schools, 
playing blues and rock but they’re looking forw‘ard to 
a night to let go and improvise. “We can really stretch 
it out,” he added. 
Kali Penney on keys and Mike Kennedy on bass 
round out Panic Button who play,a two-set, one night 
bnly show at Gator’s. See page B2.for- show/ticket-de- 
tails. 
Park project start ’looms’ ’ 
CONTRIBUTED By 
HEATHER BELLAMY 
SNOW IS swirling in a ferocious 
spring storm around my new 
mountain home. 
I was to have a team meeting in 
‘ Bamiyan town, 14’kms away but 
thought it would be madness on 
this grey day to even attempt driv- 
ing there. This is my second week in 
my cozy mud-brick house and I still 
wake and shake my head in amaze- 
ment as I look out at the stunning 
raw peaks and cliffs around me! 
Shortly after returning to Kabul 
in January from Canada, I realized 
our Bmiyan Women’sFatnily Park 
was moving ahead and I needed to 
be up where the action was. The Pro- 
vincial Reconslructioll Team of New 
Zealand and American military were 
excited about our project, and having 
had several meetings and given pro- 
posals, etc. half of the needed fund- 
ing for the entire project could come 
through at any time. A whirlwind of 
packing, selling and downsizing fol- 
lowed this decision to move, negoti- 
ating rent in the village of Top Chi 
near our park site, and while still in 
Kabul, crucial final paperwork on a 
50-year lease from the Minister of 
Agriculture on the five acres of land 
we’d been given! 
The truck loaded with my house- 
hold stuff went on ahead, and I fol- 
lowed with a hired driver and his 
little daughter, in my own car...a jar- 
ring 10-hour trip through a variety 
of mountain tribal areas and bleak 
mountain passes. 
When I arrived, I felt as if I had 
landed in paradise, but the first nights 
in my home were somewhat tense, 
the huge mountain cliff behind our 
cluster of mud homes, looming dark 
and oppressive. I locked every door 
and tile two gates but my mud roof 
was also a thoroughfare for shep- 
herds, donkeys and villagers head- 
ing farther up the mountain, and the 
drop over the wall into my yard, not 
very far. 
In the end, I decided to hire a lo- 
<a1 man as a ‘chowkidar’ or guard 
for nights. Both of us were very 
pleased with the arrangement. He is 
a fairly young man, married with 6 
kids who went into heavy debt when 
he went out to Iran for open-heart 
surgery. The job is light work and an 
HEATHER Betlamy’s Afghan neighbour kids celebrate the Afghan 
New Year’s March 21 (above). Below, an ISAF American COl. and his 
entourage (potential funders, says Bellamy) visit the Bamiyan Worn- 
en’s/Familv Park. HEATHER BELLAMY PHOTOS 
me stop in my tracks. 
ishness, and tell her smiling that 
will be up shortly. Her elderly motl 
- 
I yank in my whining i 
unexpected new hope for him to be- 
gin paying down the debt and-feed- 
ing his family better. 
I am now sleeping soundly know- 
ing he’s around to check on all the 
“thumps and bumps” in the night. 
Soon after my arrival, groups of 
women and kids began to show up 
at my gate, laughing and staring and 
wanting to meet the ’ ‘kharigi” for- 
eigner. They insist they just want 
to visit and won’t let me serve the 
obligitory cups of tea. I don’t have 
enough cups for them all anyways! 
‘Where’s your husband? How many 
kids do you have? What?! Not mar- 
ried?! Why not?! Aren’t you sad 
here all alone?!” They pelt me with 
er waits‘ in the darkness, halfwa 
down the mountain track, with th 
softly glowi$g hurricane lamp in ht 
hand, and she pulls me into the wan 
welcdme of the rest of tHe family ‘i 
we sit around the plastic cloth on th 
floor’to share the simple fare 
I sense these kinds o 
broken apd thrown 
new hope and healin 
The stones, cement, sand and k 
borers are all lined up, ready to g( 
Our senior ’hrkish architect hs 
done . some fabulous drawings fc 
the wall, front gate, greenhouse 
and teqouse. He’s as excited as w 
are! The minute the funding come 
through, we can get s k e d  on tb 
course my strawberry plants, are dc 
‘questions trying to understand what ‘ ing‘well in my new‘yard- r&dy t 
brings me from my world to theirs. be put to work in the p 
The real gardeners in the group perk wall goes up. 
up their ears when I tell about the Again I am .sh 
park initiative down the road. amazed we are this far along. And a 
It doesn’t take me long to begin always, I am grateful to be able t 
to form in my mind’s eye, the kind take the many gifts of love and cor 
of group of women we want to in- cem from the people of Terrace; t 
put into our park trainings (horticull touch and care for the wounded c 
ture and restauranting). Behind my this war-tom land of Afghanisku 
home, cut into the mountain highei Thank you. “Yak dunya, tashakor! 
up, is an elderly couple with two A world of thanks! 
daughters. Zia Gul, 21 has only one Terrace resident Heather Bei 
eye, the other blinded when she was lamy is developing a park that wi 
a child playing with scissors. Be- be used both for rehabilitation an 
cause she is “damaged goods” she’ll for economic development. Zt’s’in a 
likely never marry and she takes fur- area just outside of Kabul that is bt 
tive, shy looks at me, out of her one ing repopulated by refugees. 
wall and other buildings Th 
specialty bushes, flowe ¶ *  c 
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' i .  ITY SCENE 
Family Place, Park Centre, Misty River Books 
CUP: Open mic night Saturdays.r Panic Button, a new groove quartet out of 
'S PUB: Sugarfoot May 5-6, May 12- Vancouver, combines improvised mayhem, Latin 
American groove and jam-fuk They will play 
, HANKY'S: n e s .  karaoke, free foosbalVWed. at Gator's on Saturday, May 6. No minors. Doors 
karaoke, free pool/Thurs. college games night/ open at 9 p.m. music at 10 p.m. Tickets are $12 at '' Fn.-Sat. dance music & door prizes/Sunday 8 the door or Misty River Books ($10 for students). 
p.m. to midnight music jams. A great opportunity Call 615,3859 for information. 
& p &J bs and Keenleyside Insurance. Visual Arts 
TheTerraceArtGallerypresentstheopening 
reception <,of Youth Art 2006, its May exhibit, 
on Friday, May 5 at 7 p.m. View the works of 
young artists. Exhibit on through May 28. Gallery 
hours: Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday 12-4 
p.m., Friday 12-6 p.m. and Sunday 1-4 p.m. For 
information call 638-8884. 
" 13 
to-network with fellow musicians in a friendly 
atmosphere. All you need is your instrument 
bekause there's sound equipment, lighting, a drum 
kit and dl the amps you'll need. 
to dance to Saturdays starting at 4 p.m. 
Ain't it a Pretty Night, an evening of solo 
trumpet and, voice works will be presented by 
trumpet player Courtney Preyser ,and soprano 
Ellie Higginson with proceeds going toward the 
proposed Youth Emergency Shelter. Friday, May 
13 at 8 p.m. at the Evangelical Free Church. 
The evening is free but donations are welcomed 
and encouraged. The intermission will feature a 
discussion with the, shelter's executive director 
Debbie Scarborough. 
0 
BRANCH '13: Meat draws and 
Theatre 
Terrace Little Theatre presents encore 
, presentations ofNunsense, its hit 2005 fall musical, 
throughout the Northwest. The last presentation is 
on Mav 11 at the Skeena Zone Drama Festival 
# plays ot thrhoint Elizakth ThratrP- l ive music Terrace: Dan Goggln 's 
Prince Rupert: David Iv$s' 
Nunsense 
, ~ c s n  l a m  in 
Burns Lake: 
Skeena Zonehwest presents two shows ly and children's entertainer 
AMILY and children's entertainer Rick Scott plays tw 
_. ' tickets are mandatory and are available at Kermode (Mol$ Elizabeth mea&) in Gtimat. Tickets are free show this Friday and Saturday in area schools. Se 
entre, $12 at the door. Call Mari&ne at 635-2942 the live music listings at left for details. 
' 
. ,  Festival Tickets ' 
available in Kitimat 
through Bookmasters 
or at the door. - A  D ' m  
COMMUNITY' EVENTS i 
FRIDAY, MAY 5 
Roam, the follow up movie to'The Collective, an 
award-winning mountain bike film, will be shown 
at the Terrace Little Theatre at 8 p.m. The Whistler 
Bike Park,, the Interior and Parksville are three of 
the film's eight shooting locations. Tickets are $15 
at McBike or $12 at the door. 
SATURDAY, MAY 6 
The Canadian Cancer Society's Relay for Life 
goes in Terrace Saturday, May 6 at George Little 
Park from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Come out and . 
support the teamts. All cancer survivors to take 
part in the Survivor lap at 10 a.m. Entertainment, 
children's activities and food and beverages will 
be available. For info contact Helen Owen at 638- 
7207 or howen@bc.cancer.ca 
SATURDAY, MAY 6 
Early Years Family Fair for families with children 
aged 0-6 (older siblings welcome, too) from 11 
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Terrace Arena Banquet Hall. 
Numerous child friendly stations with a camping 
theme, the fair will feature free information, fun 
activities, nutritious snacks and a free family 
SATURDAY, MAY 6 
Comic Encounters comic book shop in Terrace 
will be participating in the f i ih annual Worldwide 
Free Comic Book Day from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Call 
Geny at 638-7293 for details. 
' photograph. 
available, please call to enquire. Call Diandra at 
635-2373 ext. 23 for info. 
Skeena Diversity hosts and presents two more 
Safe Harbour - Respect for All workshops. The 
workshops are .free, take two-plus hours and 
entitle the participants to a Safe Harbour logo to 
place on the window or door of their workplace. 
Scheduled for May 16 and June 6 from 9-11:30 
a.m. at city hall (downstairs boardroom). To pre- 
register contact: 635-1 520 or "mailto:info@ 
skeenadiversity.com" 1 infoOskeenadiGersity .con;! ,, 
The Terrace Greater Beautification Society's 
beautification work bees meet Tuesday nights 
at the George Little House at 7 p.m. Everyone 
welcome. The society also meets on the first 
Thursday of the month at 7 p.m. at city hall. New 
members welcome. Call Chris at 638-1 049. 
Cafenara host acoustic jams every second 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. if you play an acoustic stringed 
instrument and you would like to share your talent 
and inspiration with other musicians, then this is 
for you. The jam is open to: anyone willing to share 
knowledge and learn new styles: composers and 
songwriters: any level of expertise from beginner 
to expert; any genre of music. Call 61 5-3727. 
The Terrace Emergency Shelter hosts Bannock 
& Beans, where Fridays are chili nights at the 
shelter. From 4-6 p.m. at 2812 Hall St. Call 635- 
5890 far more info. The meal is free. Volunteers for 
LUNCH 
LEMON PESTO 
SPINACH SALAD 
With Garlic Pita 
(Romaine, Pasta, Spinach, 
Sweet Peas & Red Onions) 
- -
% , ... 
DINNER 
'' . 
Topped With Herb 
Compound Butter & 
Served With Wild Rice 
& Fresh Vegetables 
YOU'RE ALREADY .STARTING TO 
UNDERSTAND COLITIS. 
Help us understand how to 
cure it. All of your donation 
r&earch. For more 
matidn, call 
Send your tax deductible 
gift to: B.C. C f l l l D  Fouiido- 
tion, Suite I f  50 - 
i c r w t i w k i  L LIVE* ntw*otAc 4702 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-6302 
SUNDAY, MAY 7 
The Clay Artists of Terrace Society hosts 8 
spring sale and the grand opening of its studio at 
4438 Greig Avenue. from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Enjoy 
a coffee or tea and some baked goods, tour the 
studio, sign up for a class or find that unique 
Mother's Day gift made by a society member. 
THURSDAY, MAY 11 
James McDonald, UNBC anthropologist and 
author of People of the Robin, will be a guest 
speaker at the George Little House at 7 p.m. The 
presentation will be on Robin Town, the original 
town site for the Kalum people. It will touch on 
material in his book and other writings. Mcdonald 
will also be doing a Power Point presentation 
showing what the town was like before it was 
abandoned around 1880. 
FRIDAY, MAY 12 
The Dry Grad Committee at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School hosts the annual dry grad at 
the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 7 p.m. The night's 
highlite is a fashion show with Grade 11 and 12 
students along with additional local talent. There 
will also be a silent auction, door prizes and a 
raffle. Tickets are $10 and available at the door, 
Keenleyside Insurance, the Bear Den, Bootlegger's 
and dry grad committee parents. 
SATURDAY, MAY 13 
The Kitimat-Terrace & District Labour Council 
is celebrating the International Labour Day on 
Saturday May 13 at George Little Park in Terrace 
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Come for free hot dogs, 
juice, entertainment, cake, face paintings and 
children's games and meet your local MP and 
local MLA. Everyone is welcome. For more info, 
phone Ray at 632-1588 in Kitimat or Danielle at 
61 5-2305 in Terrace. 
SATURDAY, MAY 13 
The Greater Terrace Beautification Society 
hosts its perrennial plant sale in the George Little 
House cul-de-sac from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. No early 
birds please. The beautification society will need 
donations of plants and donations can be dropped 
off at the George Little House. Call Chris at 638- 
1049 or the George Little House at 638-8887. 
PSAS 
The Happy Gang Centre hosts a pancake 
breakfast on the first Saturday of each month 
from 8-11 a.m. and its general meeting goes on 
the second Thursday of every month at 2 p.m. 
The Ksan House Society hosts a healing and 
empowerment group for women who have 
experienced abuse. The confidential group will 
utilize art and creativity to encourage personal 
growth. Every Wednesday from March 22 to May 
10 from 10 a.m. to noon at the Ksan House (4838 
Lazelle Avenue. Registration is recommended, 
but drop-ins always welcome. Childcare may be 
meal preparation always needed. 
A brain injury support group in Terrace meets 
the fourth Wednesday of each month from 4-530 
p.m. in the conference room at the library. The 
meetings' are open to survivors, family members 
and service providers. For more info, call Mark at 
638-1 818 or e-mail mark-brain-injury@yahoo.ca 
The Clay Artists of Terrace Society is taking 
registrations for June pottery classes for both 
adults and children at the new community pottery 
studio. Call Pat at 635-5574. 
Kennode Friendship Society offers free tutoring 
at its Kalum St. location with an Af?er School 
Homework Club Mondays through Thursdays 
from 3:30 - 530 p.m. This program is open to 
youth in need of help and support in school. Peer 
tutors wanted. Learn by teaching. This could be 
used as hours required in graduation portfolio. 
For more information contact Kim Besharah of 
Kermode Friendship Society at 635-4906 ext. 27. 
Skeena Family Resources presentsfree programs 
for parents and children under six at Kitselas 
on Queensway, Skeena Kalum Housing and at 
Kitsumkalum. Parent connection, information 
workshops for parents and fun activities for kids. 
Tuesdays to Thursdays from noon to 2 p.m. 
Transportation is available. Everyone welcome. 
Call 635-7087 for information or transportation. 
The Aftful Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, a co-ed 
kniting circle Thursdays from 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 61 5-9383. 
Soup KRchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month at 
the firehall conference room. Always open to new 
members. Call Bob 638-0923 or Rolf 635-691 1. 
Alanon meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. at the 
Womens' Centre. 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings every night of 
the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 7:30 p.m.L 
Saturdays at the education room at the hospital. 
Call Tony at 798-2598. 
Girl Guides of Canada in Terrace is looking for 
volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on district council call Lia at 635-3868. 
The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop 
at 4544 Lazelle Ave. has spring and summer stock 
including a selection of men's suits available now. 
Between May 3-10, jeans will be $1.50 each. 
Open Tues-Sat 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
I 
Baby's Name: 
Justin German0 Carrita 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 5, 2006 at 8:40 0.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 13 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Karen & Wayne 
"Little brother for Colton" 
Baby's Name: 
Ajolee Kaylo Marie Gun0 
Date & Time of B i d :  
April 14, 2006 at 7:29 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 6 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Toni &Jordan Check out our site or call 638-7263 for advertising information 
I I >  
Baby's Name: 
Ryan Thorsen 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 24, 2006 at 3:20 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 12 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Linda & Rob 
"Little brother for Amanda'' 
' 
Baby's Name: 
Natalie Marie Haugon 
Date & Time of Bitih: 
April 10, 2006 at 3:05 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 10 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
Lisa & Chris 
Baby's Name: 
Matthew Christin Joshua Bright 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 26,2006 at 12:3 1 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 7 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Alexandro & Matthew 
"'LWe brother for Landon, 
River & Rhon" 
Baby's Name: 
Diamond Faith Elizabeth Hill 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 10, 2006 at 8:37 p.m. 
Weight: 7 lbs. 5 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Tammy & Darrell 
"Little sister for Tamara, 
April 27,28 2006 
The Laramie Project -A gripping drama. Presented by Terrace 
Little Theatre - Ticket4 $14.00 - Students Free, Advance 
Tickets Only - Students $2.00 at door or by donation. Tickets 
available at Uniglobe Travel - 8:OO p.m. Parental Guidance 
Strongly Recommended Blaine & Cristian" 
Saturday April 29,2006 
Sophia's Dance presents "Let's Celebrate" - Come and see 
talented Terrace dancers - 6:OO p.m. Tickets available from 
Sophia at the Studio 
May 5,6,2006 
Centennial Christian School presents: Little Women 
by Marian de Forest - Admission $1 0.00 (Reserved Seating). 
Tickets available at: Centennial Christian School, Misty River 
Books and at the door congratulates t 
parents ~n the 
additions to their 
families, 
Fridayy May 12,206 
Dry Grad - 7:OO p.m. Tickets $10.00 
concert Societynd@ Terrace Little Theatre Tickets 
UNgobe Courtesy Travel 
Ailailable online af: 
www.terraceconcerbociety.org Available at: 
for info G lopitrcbnre tickefs 
Comedy, 
romance 
in’the air, 
onstage 
BY DUSTIN QUUADA 
THE YOUNG actors of 
Centennial Christian School 
are bringing Little Women, 
one of the best loved books 
of all time, to the stage. 
<& Louise M. Alcott’s book, 
adapted for the stage by 
Marian de Forest, revolves 
around the four March sis- 
ters ,living in New England 
in the 1880s. 
Lovely Meg ’ (kista 
, DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTOS Voogd), talented Jo (Le- 
anne Voogd), frail Beth (Ki- 
erra Obezera), spoiled Amy 
sisters live a life of poverty 
but find salvation through 
Irving takes out still-hot ppttery pieces from the kiln at the studio she manages 
on behalf of the Clay Artists of Terrace Society. 
c 1 ay a rti’sts’ th 0 row a , (Chrissy Braam): the March 
h o usewa tm i n g pa rty ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
ships. 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA flooring. ‘1 through education. The play’s director says 
The society benefitted The first Raku workshop the book and subsequent DANIEL Robinson plays 
THE CLAY I? Artists of from “lots of community was offered in late February play and movie, have been John Brooke, a love inter- 
Terrace Socieq is thrilled hours”anddonatedmaterials and since then there have enjoyed by generations of est of Meg March, por- 
to be doing its first spring c lumber, flooring, plywood, been four home-schooled women, especially, and trayed by Krista Voogd in 
cleaning in its own studio. paint and labour -.from lo- groups for kids learning families. 
, cleanings, members won’t society members. adult groups learning on the mance that’s great for fami- 
be offering unwanted junk. Irving says the society wheel. lies,” said Joanne Voogd. 
viting the community to cel- results. pottery from kneading clay erybody.” composed of Grade 9-12 
ebrate tbeir studio’s students and those in the act- 
official grand opening ing 11-12 class also perform 
with a spring sale. adding water and their family and friends, they other production activities. 
Works from eight fonping a pot wi befriend neighbour Laurie For the fifth straight ye&, 
members, many of their hands. (Casey Braam) who is de- the school’s production will 
them adhering to a termigd to many a March be staged at the Dr. R.E.M. 
spring garden theme, then allowed to dry sister. Lee Theatre and Voogd says 
will be available for Main character Jo refuses its a setting the cast and crew 
sale. is heated in a bisque him. relishes. 
There will also be “Jo would rather be at “It’s wonderful to be in a 
demonstrations on ture and finally a hot war than knitting like a pok- , full theatre,” she said. “The 
the pottery wheel, a ey old woman but eventually experience of working in 
display of students’ finish. . she does fall in love (with a that setting - performing 
,work, pottery lesson German professor played by , and enjoying the audience 
sign-up for children required to throw Kevin Balndstra),” Voogd - it’s worth it.” 
and adults, door priz- clay on the wheel, said. The two performances are 
es and refreshments. the society had drawn the Fridayand Saturday May 5- 
The quaint studio is get to this point,” she said. line at’ lZyear-olds, while with the tragedy of Beth’s 6 at 7:30 p.m. 
housed in a modest green, children aged 7-1 1 do hand % death, while Amy and Meg 1 Tickets for reserved seat- 
single storey house on the through the city but” there building with clay. both marry. ing are $10. They’re avail- 
4400 block of Greig Ave. “The kids are just thrilled able at the school office, 
c Dan Condon, a society with the opportunity to do appeal is timeless. Misty River Books and at 
founding member, bought society raised money with this and people have said “It’s a story we can relate the door. 
thf house last year with the they wanted,to (try making to today ... the events ?e re- . I  :. 
express intention of turning pottery) all their’life,” Irving alities we still have to work , 
it into a studio, says its man- said. “It’s reallyy%fun, it’s a through.” . + 
ager. ‘ Before the society found great atmosphere and there The independent school 
“The land was re-zoned are great people.’’ has a Grade 11-12 acting 
and the house was gutted,” lectively had were private ’ The next set of lessons course but roles are open to 
said Pat Itving, adding the start in June and Irving hopes anyone in grades 8-12. 
work was done by the soci- a visit to the studio’s unveil- It was a challenge ,for 
ety’s eight founding mem- Now with a space of their ing will entice prospective Voogd with a significant 
bers and their families. own, the potters have been potters. turnover in actors from last 
The house needed struc- See page B2 for details year, especially the male 
tural work,” roofing and spreading the ancient art on thespring sale. roles. 
Little Woomen. 
But unlike regular spring cal businesses, citizens and hand. building and four “It’s a comedy and ro- DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Instead, the potters are in- has been thrilled with the Students learn to make “There’s a little bit for ev- The 12-member cast is 1 
to putting a mound 
of clay on the wheel, 
Through the plays the sis- 
ters perform for each other, 
The creation 
for a week before it 
fire at low tempera- 
fire leaves a glazed 
Due to the strength 
“It took two years to 
“We looked for free places 
was nothing.” 
The sisters have to deal 
Voogd says the ,story’s 
Through two years, the 
pottery sales at the Terrace 
Art Gallery and applied for 
grants. 
the new space, all they col- 
studios belonging to indi- 
vidual members. 
. , . , #  , 
able to realize their goal of 
Legion notes 
Branch 13 alive but could 
use some new members 
CONTRIBUTED By to suggestions for change. Cmde Bob and memorial marker at the <Pioneer 
PETER CROMPTON Paulis will welcome any ideas. Drop Cemetery went off very well; again we 
in, look around, bring a friend from had many of our veterans out but very 
WELL WE are heading towards work, stop in after work and relax. little response from the community, 
another summer, and Branch 13 is still Also, I know Cmde Bob is looking however many thanks to those who did 
alive and kicking. for help for work on our storage room attend. It is always nice to see that our 
Yes we have many volunteers to roof repairs and for workers to paint veterans are not forgotten. 
thank: a dedicated bar staff and some the exterior. Our veterans’ dinner is on Wednes- 
members whose work gets little recog- On the sports scene, our sports chair- day, May 17. This will be the last one 
nition but these are the people that keep man is away on a relaxing vacation, but until September - hope to see you all 
us up and operating. our golf tournament is well in hand, and out there. 
We have been approached by some takes place on Sunday June 11; tee off Next steak night is Friday, May 5 
people asking when are we closing time for this scramble is 1 p.m., with from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
down. Well, hopefuily never but we do registration at 12:30 p.m. There will Next general meeting is Tuesday, 
need support. be prizes for best dressed team. Cost May 9 at 8 p.m. 
v i e  membership criteria is quite is $40 per player, which includes din- Veterans Dinner Wednesday, May 
open these days, drop in and see. I am ner and prizes. It’s an open tournament 
sure you will find you are eligible to folks so everyone is welcome. We had D-Day dinner at the Branch on Sun- 
join. We have a clean and cozy smok- little to no response to the fun cribbage 
ing area, we are preparing to paint the day on April 23. , Have a great summer everyone. 
exterior and our lounge area is open The dedication to the new flag pole WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 
~ 
West and with it garage sales. Aileen came to Terrace as alnew 
We are having one this Saturday school teacher married and 
from 1O:OO to 2:00 at the Happy a family. Many & k e n  
Gang. We had our Easter dinner, community remember her fondly 
a couple of weeks ago, nicely as “their teacher”. Aileen will be 
. , 
17 at 5:30 p.m. 
day, June 4, by invitation only. 
- 
that a large crowd gathered t 
kitchen, crafts, where ever needed. For Pot 
ck dinners and teas, Bazaars, we all waited for 
r Marshmallow Squares, they were delicious. 
Florence loved games and had a sense of humour 
Seniors and persons with long and short term 
disabilities residing in your own home. - .  
We can provide help with: , 
+ring Yard Cleanup 
Outside Windows 
IEQVt38 
Miner Home Rdpairs 
Cell the Volunteer Bureau to register at 
t s  6. Writers Proorah 
Providing Literacy and English-asa-Sccond Lulguage instruction 
The Community Readers and Writers program, 
operating through the Terrace Volunteer Bureau, 
is providing E ng I is h-as-a-Second Language 
tutoring to immigrants to Canada. We have 
volunteer tutors who work with individual 
learners for one or two hours per week. 
If you know of any immigrants to Canada that 
may benefit from this English as a Second 
Language program, please have them contact 
Community Readers & Writers Program 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
3235 Emerson Street 
’ Murray George, Coordinator 
638-1 330 
For our 
Do you have a little spare time? 
Would you like to help out in your community? 
G HANDYMAN PROGRAW 
Cit tb,  Women 
, BY MRIAN D E  FOREST 
REMYEE THEATRE 
M A Y  5&6TH, 2006 
AT 7:3OPM 
t 
PRODUCED WITH PERMISSION FROM SAMUEL FRENCH. INC. 
with a bunch of us seniors, I came back from a coffee bre 
n, she had securely sewn the sleeves of my sweater shut 
on her face a mile wide, not too much later I discovered 
\ 
I 1 
ROB BROWN 
r o  
n 
. ,  
Doug Webb, directing 
am toward the Totems‘ 
ex finger while simultane- 
ously grabbing .his oversize ’Geman Shepherd bj 
its collar with his other ‘hand. 
I spot them too: a pair of deer, a doe and, judg 
‘ing by its size, last year’s fawn, furtively making 
their way upstream on the sandy beach across from 
e deer go unnoticed the dogs. We go un- 
noticed by‘the der .  They stop. As her offspring 
watches, the doe begins to cross the river just up- 
stream of a thicket of sweep&. 
“You &on’t make it there, dear,’; I say, as she 
wades in up  to her withers, thinks better of the 
whole idea, then turns back to rejoin her fawn, leav- 
tion in her wake to catch 
fs on her collar and tells 
ain. The deer slip into the 
“ I’ve seen their tracks often enough, but that’s 
first time I’ve seen any deer.” 
“I saw a buck at Coldwater last year,” remarks 
Doug. 
We decide the recent appearance of deer in river 
valleys around Terrace is due to warm winters and 
the brush explosion as a consequence of expansive 
clear-cutting. 
“Next we’ll be‘seeing cougars,” I suggest. 
“Steve Jennings saw one in his back yard.” 
“Where does he live?’ I ask. 
“Copperside.” 
Creek 
. These cat thoughts make both of us uneasy. 
We’ve learned to get along alongside bears, but 
these tawny exotics - house cats shorn of their do- 
mesticity, but retaining ‘their feline hunting wiles 
then enlarged tenfold - are something elsk again. 
We pack away our lunch leavings and make our 
way toward where the deer were. 
The fishing is quiet. It should be loud and bois- 
terous. Doug wonders when the minn 
will be@ in earnest. ’ 
I attribute a late start to the cold spring. 
We fish on for a while. 
Doug asks me when I need to be home to greet 
“We should leave now,” he says. 
We take a backchannel upstream. Doug stops 
and reflects. 7 
“We used to go out this way,” he says looking 
north, toward where the clay grey waters of Mink 
Creek snake out of the woods. 
When? and who is “we?’ I think as Doug per- 
suasiyely explains that the road leading to the 
Thunderbird Main is close. 
I agree with some reluctance, a faint disinclina- 
tion cawed by the recollection of the time we spent 
a long time walking elliptically in the bush between 
the highway and the Skeena near Kitwanga (and 
might have been here still had it not been for the 
serendipitous, somewhat miraculous appearance of 
a trainman with a fishing rod and a compass), and of 
the time we hiked up the Gitnadoix Valley, wading 
the river chest high twice before it deepened, forc- 
ing us to slug through an alder-choked avalanche 
chute and over a towering rock bluff after that. 
Ten minutes later we’re shinnying over Mink 
Creek on mossy logs. 
A few minutes after that we enter a spongy 
swamp and begin tediously picking our way across 
it on clumps of matted reeds. 
My faith in my guide starts to waver despite the 
fact that he’s spent countless hours smding through 
the forests on +e trail of fish, game and fungi. 
“There’s a road at the end of this swamp,” he 
declares. 
Indeed there is, and we’re exceedingly happy to 
see it after an arduous slog through a gummy amal- 
gam of black mud and decaying vegetation. 
The walk on the road is pleasant but short-lived. 
I’he road bed turns to streambed, then into a pond, 
home to a flock of puddle ducks that burst forth 
from the gorse. 
I wait and rest as Doug strikes out in search of 
he road, which, he insists is close by. He returns 
five minutes later. 
“It’s amazing how much things can change in 10 
vears,” he observes. 
More like 20, I think. 
We spot distant old growth, far in the distance 
md strike out for it in the straightest line the swamp 
Nill permit. 
“You’re gonna hate me after this,” says Doug. 
But, I won’t of course, even when, hot, sticky 
md thrashed, we pick up the trail along the river a 
rery short distance upstream of where we left it. 
my first student. I tel1,him four. 
After all, it’s just like old times. 
First-time marathon ‘runner , races to ’raise money to fight diabetes 
ME1 COLOSSEUM, the 
orum and the Spanish 
iteps. 
Thrke famous sights of 
tome, Italy that a local wom- 
u1 viewed while zipping past 
hem, unlike most tourists 
vho leisurely stroll by. 
But Kim MacDougall 
vas on a mission of her own 
vhile running in the 12th 
m u d  Rome City Marathon 
darch 28. 
MacDougall ran as a 
nember of Team Diabetes, a 
quad formed by the Cana- 
ban Diabetes Association to 
ompete in different mara- 
aons. 
MacDougall raised 
6,000 for diabetes, picking 
p where her mother left off 
nd doing it for her father, 
rho was‘ diagnosed with 
2 diabetes earlier th is  
ear. 
Sixteen of Team Diabe- 
:s’s 86’ marathon.. runners 
nd 24 athletes who walked 
r ran in the 4-km race were 
*om B.C. 
MacDougd was the only 
ne from Terrace. 
She chose Rome for the 
pportunity to run, at the 
five hours - not bad for her 
first marathon. 
“Actually it wasn’t as dif- 
ficult as I thought it was go- 
ing to be,” she says. 
‘The run went so fast 
with so much to look at and 
so many people to talk to.” 
Spectators who lined the 
route cheered for Canada 
and children high-fived the 
runners along the way, she 
says. 
I Everyone who competed 
received a medal that said in 
Latin: ‘I love athletics for its I 
“I think it went really 
well. I’m ready to do an- 
other one now,” she says, 
adding that running in Rome 
was “very exciting, very sur- 
real.” 
“Of course you finish and 
you want to go faster, now 
that I kn6w I can survive it,” 
she says. 
Several runners had trou-, 
ble with the cobblestones 
that proved very slippery at 
the water stations along the 
route. 
One runner nearly wiped 
out behind her, nearly tak- 
ing her out too, but a friend 
saved him and probably her 
as well, she says. 
‘olosseum where the race A few athletes blew out Tr  
arted and finished. their calf muscles and oth- to her illness. Spectators high-fived her awareness in the hope that 
“I think you have a lot ers had trouble with their MacDougall went in her all the wayLvd, she talked to diabetics could live life 
lore to look at. Every build- ankles, a problem MacDou- mom’s place and found in- everyone. without limits, she says. 
,g, every fountain is beauti- spiration from the first-time MacDougall met her goal 
11,” she says. trail runs. marathon runners. warm 20-degree tempera- and added fie money to the 
“I took my time and en- She walked the entire dis- Team Diabetes pot for a total 
yed the sights,” she says, from cancer, MacDougall’s tance in Iceland and crossed “I got sunburned in Ice- of $684,000. 
[ding that some runners mom raised $6,000 for dia- the finish line in three land,” she says. More than 12,000 runners 
~pped to take photos. betes to walk a,1/2 marathon hours. ”After her mother passed participated in the Rome 
“It was good,” ‘she says. away in‘ January 2005, she“”‘Chy Marathon and more 
“I really got to see as much decided to also raise $6,000 than 40,000 took part in the 
P - Y . ’  
gall avoided by training on 
In 2004, despite suffering 
She felt the unseasonably 
ture.- 
the race in Iceland in‘memory of her 
ing her sister-in-law who had diabe- 
)d of finishing in less than tes, but was unable to go due of Iceland as I could.” for diabetes research and 4kmwalk/mn. . 
KIM MACDOUGALL proudly shows off her participation medal after finishing the 
Rome City Marathon. MacDougall, who ran as a member of Team Diabetes, raised 
$6,000 in honour of her dad, who was diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes this year. 
-Everyone into the pool 
Piranhas and Bluebacks compete together, learn from each other 
ByMARGARETspLIRs lenge of adapting to the longer laps 
over the weekend, Carlyle says. ‘ 
The Bluebacks met with Olym- FOR THE FIRST time this season, 
every Blueback was in the pool for pic swim coach Mark Felner, who 
the in-house and Scotiabank All- involves all four strokes. Brandon Williams, who’s only I attended the 1984, 1992 and 1996 
Level Regional swim meets here Several of them turned in quali- slightly older, swim fast and Games, for a skills course introduc- 
last month. ’ fying times for regional competi- they’re eager to match his speed, tory coaching and training camp. 
Swimmers had some one-on- 
unusual to have all the swimmers one time with Felner to evaluate 
competing at the same time,” says the number of strokes they take in 
coach Mike Carlyle. mance from swimmers who haven’t Meet. the pool with the goal of becom- 
“It’s very exciting for us in that ing more efficient in practices and 
the swimmers participating in the competition. Felner also shared his 
in-house meet very much rose to experiences with the Bluebacks. 
‘‘It was a very exciting opportu- tiie challenge. The percentage of meets,” Carlyle says. their training. 
best times was excellent.” nity. How often do we get one of 
the best swim coaches in Canada 
year swimmers who will st&t com- the regional competition going tre pool, and they rose to the chal- [here]?” Carlyle says. 
peting regionally after their second 
or third year in the pool, swam in 
the individual medley for their first 
time, a significant step because it 
on around them, leading them to 
slice through the water faster than 
usual. 
They see their teammates like 
“It was a great experience. It’s Pions. Carlyle says. 
“It was very exciting, very sat- 
isfying to see that level of perfor- 
been training with the Bluebacks 
for any length of time to be already 
eligible to attend regional swim 
These younger swimmers got 
wrapped up in the excitement of 
Several Bluebacks attended the 
Prince George invitational Moose 
During the event, swimmers un- 
derwent evaluations to determine 
how far they’ve progressed with 
For some, it marked their first 
time in the Olympic-sized 50-me- Many Piranhas, first and second 
Riders gallop into new season 
HE RIDING SEASON raced out of the starting gate with 
gulars like senior Lyn Rempel on Gizmo showing off good 
rm with 17.441 seconds in the barrel racing event. 
Right behind her came Lory Howard on Coco with 
’.599. 
Howard won keyhole with a time of 8.434, and masters 
ier Kathy Kowalsky came second with 9.327. 
In flag picking, Lyn Rempel won with 9.566 followed in 
cond by masters rider Dan Muller on Marsh with 9.965. 
First in pole bending went to masters rider Karen Halvor- 
n on Chic0 with 26.823 and in second was Jason Rempel 
.th 26.999. 
Figure 8 went to Howard with a time of 19.834 and 
dvorson took second with 20.603. 
Younger riders posted some stellar times like gymkhana 
wcomer Maureen Rowlett, who posted a first place and 
UT 3rd place finishes on Havana in the Junior B division. 
Miehalla Heighington kept up with last year’s performanc- 
by grabbing four first place finishes, also in Junior B. 
Isabelle Heaman on KD and Craig Penfold on Sparky 
lit most of the firsts and seconds in Junior C. 
Amanda Howard and Kalen Rempel both moved up to 
nior D from Lead Line this year. 
Kalen and his steed Doubles marked a great day of com- 
tition with three thirds and two second places. 
Cassie Penfold rode Tabu to four firsts. 
Jennifer Rempel on Bargain rounded out the group with 
o thirds and two second places. 
Lead Line riders Denver Long on Diesel, Justin Rempel 
Bargain and Dayne Wright on Fizz received several rib- 
ns each. 
Spectators are invited to come enjoy jumping, English 
il Western riding at the Spring Schooling show this week- 
SHENISE DAUGHERTY rides Jerico in the pole bending event at the first gymlchana 
of the season at the Thornhill Community Grounds April 23. 
3 May 6 and 7. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
it. . 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
D I S ~ ~ ,  w d  a-wd m l r l  a.u~i.lr D I ~ I ~  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursdav at 4 D.m. . for all disDlav a nd classified a 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PRE PAlB by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard 6 W-kend Advertise r 
j (Standard 8 Advertiser) t15.00"tinc..es GSn 
9 WO&. (Standard 8 Advertiser) $ ~ & @ & ~ . I . B z  osn 
'Additional words @ver m e  PFR WORD PLUS OST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$14.58 per column inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-d6krc~mg obnwrie. ..... '. ........... col.in 
OBlfllARlES INTERNET POSTING ($10.00)+ .................. col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ M per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
.Word Ads charged on account am subject to a servlce fee of 
$4.86 per issue, plus GST (510.40 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
Classifications! 
MacDonald 
July 19, 1942 
April 28, 2005 
' Nothin can 
everta z e 
our hearts hold dear, 
Sweet memories 
linger every day 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right 10 classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertism that it is against the provincial Human Rights Ad to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard resews the right to revise, edit, dasslfy or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid lor the advertisement and box &tal. 
Box replies on 'Ho16 instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not 10 send original documents to avoid loss. 
All clainis of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher wrthin 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that Ihe liability of the Terrace Standard in the event 01 failure to publish an advertisement as puMished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for Only one inmrrea insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omited item onlv. and that there shall be no liabilitv in any event orealer lhan the amount Daid lor such advertisino. 
Name A d d r e s s  
Phone , Start Date # of Insertions .-Terrace Standard #Weekend Aqvertiser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No. Expiry Date- 
0 VISA U MASTEACARD ( I  
PLEASE CLEARLY PRINTYOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
For longer aa. please use a separate sheet 
Phone FaX Clip 6 YallThlr Form TO: 
Terrace Standard ' 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 s , T A G  638-7283 638-8432 
TO A OREAT 
TEAM 
J U ~  a littie note with a very big 
"THANK YOU 
My family 8 I wont to thank ea& 
ond everyone of you who were 
involved in the core at h e  scene and 
the tromportation of our family the 
evening of April 22/06. 
Thank you to Dr's Strongway, Geller, 
Duplessis and Evans, the lab 8 X-r 
technicions ond the nursing twm o 
Travis, Sherry, kki, 
George and Lynn. 
We want you to know how grateful 
we are for an outstonding iob and 
for the love, support you showed to 
me and my family during this most 
stressful time. 
Gail & Al fisher 
9 
Y 
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 3,2006 
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT in 
good condition wanted. Stoves, 1 
ovens, fryers, coolers, freezers, 
work tables, steam warmers, ta- 
bles 8 chairs. Please faxlphone 
King Edward Hotcl. located in SIC\VJII, R.C.. i s  lonkirig for 3 250-633-21 53 (1 7p3) 
RICK NICKELL TRUCKING INC. 
REQUIRES EXPERIENCED CLASS ONE DRIVERS 
Okanagan based Transport Company dry van 
division requires physically capable, experienced, career 
oriented Class 1 Professional Drivers. Specializing i n ,  
high volume light weight freight-and limited territory 
dlows drivers to be home weekly and in some uses 2 or 
3 times per week. We offer competitive starting rates, 
group plan benefits, and lots of home time. Drivers 
with ;I minimum of 2 years OTR and BorderIBroker 
experience will be given preference. Thank-you in 
advance for your interest in our company, but only 
those selected for interview will bekontacted. Please no 
phone calls in regards co this position, fax resumes and 
current drivers abstract to 250-546-3542. 
I For Hayne Tracey & other consignors I 
1 1981 ChevVanguard motorhome (19) I 
'I 
5 fuel tank 
125 gal Tidy Tanklelec. pump 
10 rolls barb wire, 2 rolls page wire 
2 - 181 Husqvarna chainsaws 
Coleman 5500 11 hp generator (new) 
Onan 4000 Watt Diesel Generator 
% hp compressor 
0 250 amp Krushel welder (elec) and 
Miller 225 amp welder (gas) 
0 2-Headsaws, tool boxes, handyman j a c k  
0 Hand tools, wenches, garden tools I 
0 Wood Augers 
Pipe threaders, cant hwks, skidding tongs I 
0 Molfat refrigerator,viscountfreezer gs cu) 
Restmore 4 drawer dresserlminM (annque) 
Dressers (numerws) 
Dining room tabla6 chairs (2 captains) & 
0 China cabinet, 3 oak chairs 
Drop leaf desk, wooden rocker 
0 2 - elec. Sewing machines 
3 -vacuums, wdol carding machine 
0 Smal electric organ, tlohner accordion 
0 Elm. Ice cream maker 
Singer Treadle Sewing Machine 
1990 LTD Crown Victoria car (exc cond) 1 1988 Ford % ton 4x4 - 302-5 spdl8.5' 
I 1963 GMC PU H ton 6 cyl. 3 spd , 
12' Beales piling blade (08) I Massey Harris 5OTractor I 3 p t  I Front 
End Loader I JD 1O'Seed D h G r a s s  & Fertilizer 
attachments I 0 NH 68 Square Baler I Motor I 0 MF 7' trail mower 
L 0 NH - 5 ton farm wagon 
Farin wagon 'I AC 281 Manure Spreader 
0 MF 6' tandem disc (3pt) 1 0 3 p t  Disc PIOW (2 bottom) 
5' Offset Disc 
t 1 0 Howard Antovator 48" 
post hole auger (3 pt) I 0 2 horsedrawn mowers I 0 2 Horse Buggy (rubber tires) 
0 One Horse Sleigh (Cutter) I 0 580 Arctic Cat Powder Special 1 (excond) , 
0 300 Ski Floule Snowmobile 
I 
Vanguard Camper Small rotohller 
I 
I 
I' 
I 0 8' single disc Frigiddire upright freezer I 
1 
I 
I '  
I 
I 
I ' I UPCOMINGAUCTIONSALE I 
, 
Snowmobile 
0 %as 14' alum. boaVtrailer ' p k r r I l w I p o n u m r o w t a ~  
I Saturday, May 27,2006 0 1000 a.m. 
I 5 km soulh of Bums Lake on Hwy35forGeorge & Blanche Bowers 1 
RETIREMENT 
ESTATE AUCTION 
~ ONSITEAT: 
EMWlU SUPPW-4736 W A V E .  
~ SANRDAY, MAY 06lH 8 1OAM 
~ PREVIEW: MAY OW 1-7PM. 
I Pool Table, Fishin Rods & Reels, Office 
Desks & Chairs, (tore Front Counters 
lWork Stations, Filing Cabinets, Book 
Cases,Room Diiders,Pallet Jack,Pick- 
I Up Dry Box, Floor Cree rs Pe Boards 
& Pegs. Store She% !&ension 
,Cords, Ladders, Cases cf Automotive 
I Supplies, Lamps, Clocks, Mirrors, Fire 
Extinguishers, China Cabinet & Hutch, 
Antique Hutch, Antique Dressers, 
Bar & Bar Stools. Beds. Recliners, 
Kenmore Vacuum Cleaner. Armoir, lV, 
VCR, Camcorder, Binoculars. Stereos, 
Cameras, Exercise E uipment, La e 
Selection sports $uipment. d s  
Of Collectables, 
PLUS MUCH. MUC H MORE. .. 
(Subject to additions and deletions) 
I Is looking for a niotivated organized individual with excellent customer service skills for a position as I Assistant Parts Manager 
Progressive Northwestern B.C. GM Dealership 
requires an experienced assistant parts manager. 
Successful applicant must 
1 be motivated 
1 have computer knowledge 
1 
1 be a team player 
Knowledge of,the ADP system will be an asset. 
Please fax resume to 250-845-2524 or email 
erend@sullivangm. com 
,:, 
be familiar with complete operation of the parts 
department ii 
I PARTS & SERVICE-PERSON I 
We need a team player whoxis 
flexible and outgoing. Previous automotive 
experience is an asset. 
0 
Ph. 6359452 Rx 635-4000 
j ,, I mnw.marionauctions.com 1 01998 Bobcat 763 (151 hrs) *PrincessAuto woodspitterI5hp Honda 1 - 
08'snowbladefor Bobcat (2005) 
018' Oanchuck tandem trailer TDCSS -a 02002 Vanguard Palomino 27' travel trailer 0 Craftsman 19.5 hp ride on mower #Electric cement mixer I - I (6000 Ib. axles) p k o ~ u m a w s d w k ' h m  I , 0 1992 Ford F150 4x4 p.u. mromslihe~ 
Terrace & District Cornmunip Services Society is a non- fit 
I 1 1' Society delivering services in Tarrace, Kih'mat and S m i c .  
Applications are invited for the position o f  
for Terrace and Dishict Communiv Services Society 
The Finance Director i s  responsible for monitoring all 
financial aspects of the Society. A CMA, CA or CGA 
desi nation is required along with membership in good 
stanging; a minimum of 5 years of directly related financial 
responsibility in a computerized financial environment; 
excellent comLmunication, interpersonal and leadership skills. 
Strong computer technological skills are essential. Please 
submit application by May Sth, 2006 to: 
Terrace & Distrid Community Services S o c i i  
. 304-4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 
Attention: Executive Director 
lf you require any further infonation pkoK phone: 250-635:3178 
We thank all applicants for their interest; however only 
those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
FINANCE DIRECTOR 
Gincesskm on Gmunds I 
I I 111 
Not resps/b/e baaidents 
~ 
- Quesnel Cohort) at 250-991 - 
Babine ForestfroductsCornpany, a joint venture between 
West Fraser Mills and Burns Lake Native Development 
Corporation, has a challenging opportunity for an 
innovative and highly 
CERTIFIED MILLWRIGHT 
We are seeking highly motivated Journeyman Millwright(s) (BC 
andlor Interprovincial) to apply excellent technical skills and 
knowledge, safely and efficiently. As part of our Maintenance 
Team you will provide high qualityservice and support to help our 
operations group meet our safety, production and quality goals 
Ideally, candidates have experience with the various automated 
operations and systems in modern interior saw and planer mills. 
skills and knowledge effectively. 
Above average interpersonal, communication and organizational 
skills are required. Good leadership skills and working within a 
comwterized maintenance system are assets. 
They will have demonstrated their abilities to apply their trade 
coffee shop, 55 seat licensed $100.00 Gas Card. Go to u!x& 
dining room. Excellent facility in wtomotiveiobfinder.com now 
Flooring Distributor 
Now Selling Direct! 
es from .... : ............ $.49sq/ft 
43 1/4" Exotic pre fin and Oak pre IN HOUSTON Mt. Hazelton. 23 
Oak, Maple, Ash engi- ton. Phone 250845-1283. Ask- 
' l2 ml 2oo choic- Houston, B.C. Houston Motor to get started. 
, Inn. Phone 1-250-845-7112 or within our automated lumber manufacturing environment. , 
Seouts across 
for independent 
r pre fin Fir .... $.99sq/ 
choices*$1*99sq/ft unit apartment building in 
TEST DRIVE 
fax 1-250-845-3580 (17p3) - 
' fin* 
$390,000 (1 8p3) 
' SKEEN~ NATIVE DEVELOPMENT 
SECRETARY POSITION ' 
j IN PARTNERSHIP A LOCAL PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNER 
I IS SEEKING APPLICATIONS FOR A 
This position reports to the Executive Director, and the duties will be 
assigned b bath the Director and Executive Assistant. Duties will 
include pubyic reception and general clerical support such as; 
i 
Customer/business membership contact 
All in-house filing and communication of office correspondence 
Preparation of borlrd meeting agendas and minutes 
Preparation of publications and distribution 
Planning and preparation for various community events 
A strong knowledge of computer software (MS Office] 
Excellent or anizational, written and verbal communication skills 
Some knowfltd e of book keepin 
Good workin %towled e of theynternet and email 
Abiliv to worf indepenlendy and as a team player 
Grade 12 
icants are 
?'along w i t t q - s  reference to: 
B. Haldane, Sr. Execulive Assistant I 
Skoena Native Development 
Terrace, BC, V8G-46 1 
Fax: (250) 635-1414 
Closing dare :May 12.2004 
and telephone reception 
1 
Qualiicorions : 
wsted to submit a resume 
5 P.O.bx418 
FOOD PREP PERSON for Deli prep and Baker) 
operation-The ideal candidate will be self motivated 
organized and experienced. Must have Food Safc 
Certificate and be able to work weekends. 
Duties include: food preparation, stocking of 
shelves, general cleaning, on some occasions 
may be required to use cash register, and good 
customer service skills. 
SALES CLERK- The successful candidate must:n 
have a proven track record of retail sales 
possess excellent written communication skills, 
I be customer service oriented, 
be able to work independently, 
.'posses excellent computer skilldpoint of 
possess solid organizational skills, 
have a flexible work schedule and be able to 
experience, 
sales system, 
work weekends and evenings. 
Boating or marine experience an asset. 
Submit resume'to: 
Richard Smeal, Manager 
MK Bay Marina, Kitamaat Village, BC V8C 2G7 
rnkbay@telus.net / Fax (250) 632-6889 
' neered ........; .............. $2.99s$ft 
TONS MORE1 
1-800-831-3342 
VANCOUVER TICKET 
SERVICE 
Located in the Hampton Inn Ho-l 
tel. Concerts and Sports. INXS, 
Franz Ferdinand, Ben Harper, 
Black Crowes, Ice Cube, The 
Strokes, Pavarotti, Seahawks. 
Hotel accorn avail. 1-800-920- 
ii ue opportunity to own and operate a O\ Pete with zero down.You must have 
minimum ONE YEAR flat deck highway 
Y i e n c e  able and willing to run 
NADA I USA and possess good 
ferences. 
bands and artists. 
Interested, go to: 
Razz-rnaq.com 
Our Millwrights work days, afternoons and graveyards. Rate of 
pay is per the Steelworkers Agreement. 
11 Qualified applicants should forward their resumes to the Human Resources, Babine Forest Products Company, - Rick or Andre (800)663-0099 11 ' 
P.O. Box 4000, Burns Lake, BC VOJ 1EO or fax it to 
(250) 692-4595 or email to: Karen. 
prior to May 19,2006. 
We thank al l  candidates for their interest, however, only those I t  selected for an interview will be contacted. 11 POWER ENGINEERING AND GAS )PROCESSING INSTRUCTOR (Regular, Full-Time) 
To instruct Fourth Class Power Engineering and all ' 
four levels of Gas Processing. 
QUALIFICATIONS: A minimum of a valid First or 
Second Class Power Engineering Certification in the 
Province of BC and Gas Processing experience. 
START DATE: July 17,2006 
COMPETITION NUMBER. 06:037 
INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION 
INSTRUCTORS (2) 
(Regular, Full-Time) 
'' 
0887. 
ELECTROLUX SHAMPOOEW 
POLISHER with all accesso- 
ries including floor wax, wax re- 
o mover, carpet shampoo. Value 
$1,000. Asking $250 250-635- 
6760 (1 8p3) 
FOR SALE smaller utility trailer 
$80; Large doghouse $50 250- 
.' MUST SELL. Moving. York 
home gym $150; weights $50; 
kitchen table and chairs $150; 
4-shelf book case $40; metal of- 
fice desk $100; office chair $50; 
wooden desk $75; chairs $25; 
halogen lamps $5; filing cabi- 
nets $40. Phone 250-638-0786 
(1 8p3) 
OAT HAYLAGE plastic 
wrapped, $40 each. 1983 Hon- 
da 450cc, $1,200. Generator 
15kw, $1,200.36" truck sleeper, 
$300.2 - septic tanks 1100 gals. 
. Premier plastic 250-692-7072 
(1 8p3) 
er. Deluxe ' model with swivel 
seat for easy access. has had 
low usage. Asking $2,500. Call 
STIHL CHAINSAW. MS 170, 
brand new, 16" bar, extras: 
case, chain, file and holder, idle 
adj., wrench, 4.55L jerry can, 
new $349 asking $299. 250- 
635-2595, new colour printer, 3 
radials R-15.5P37, P225. 
washer $200 OBO; Kenmore 
dryer $200 OBO; '89 Beretta GT 
$200 OBO; '93 Hyundai Coupe 
$200 OBO. Both for parts only. 
Tow away at your cost. 250- 
635-3009 (18~1) 
. 
~ 
SHOPRIDER ELECTRIC Scoot- 
250-638-1 648 (1 8 ~ 3 )  
W H ITE - W EST I N% H 0 US E 
-- 
615-9945 (18~3) 
Babine Forest Products Company, ajoint venture between 
West Fraser Mills and Burns Lake Native Development 
Corporation, has a challenging opporhrniiy for an 
innovative and highlymotivated individual as a 
CERTIFIED ELECTRICIAN 
We are seeking highly motivated CERTIFIED ELECTRICIAN (BC 
and/or Interprovincial) to apply excellent technical skills and 
knowledge, safely and efficiently. As part of our Maintenance 
Team you will provide high quality service and support to help our 
operations group meet our safety, production and quality goals 
within our automated lumber manufacturing environment. 
ideally, candidates have experience with the various automated 
operations and systems in modern interior saw and planer mills. 
They will have demonstrated their abilities to apply their trade 
skills and knowledge effectively. 
Above average interpersonal, communication and organizational 
skills are required. Good leadership skills and working within a 
computerized maintenance system are assets. 
Our Electricians work days, afternoons and graveyards. Rate of 
pay is per the Steelworkers Agreement. 
Qualified applicants should forward their resumes to the 
Human Resources, Babine Forest Products Company, 
P.O. Box 4000, Burns Lake, BC VOJ 1EO or fax it to 
prior to May 19, 2006. 
We thank al l  candidates for their interest, however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. 
(250) 692-4595 or email to: Karen.olsan@wa sffraser.com 
To instruct the Instrumentation program in both Entry 
Levemeve1 1 and/or the Apprenticeship programs. 
QUALIFICATIONS: A minimum of a valid BC and 
Inter-provincial Certificate of Qualification. Other 
combinations of credentials and experience may be 
considered. 
START DATE: As soon as possible after closing 
COMPETITION NUMBER: 06:026 
~ 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCEk ASSOCIATION 
P.O. BOX 165, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4A6 
HEAVY DUTYEOMMERCIAL 
TRANSPORT INSTRUCTOR 
(Regular, Full-Time) 
SUMMER STUDENT EMPLOYMENT QPPORTUNITY 
The Terrace Youth Soccer Association i s  accepting a plications for a 
unique summer employment position, which is schedu f ed to commence 
mid May, and expected to end in late August, of this year. To instruct the Heavy Duty/Commercial Transport 
Technician program in both Entry LeveVLevel 1 
and/or the Apprenticeship programs. 
QUALIFICATIONS:- A minimum of a valid BC 
and Inter-Provincial Heavy Duty Technician and 
Commercial Transport Technician journeyperson 
ticket. Other combinations of credentials and 
experience may be considered. 
START DATE: August 1,2006 
COMPETITION NUMBER: 06:036 
' 
Terrace Make  Children First Initiative is 
calling for applications to carry out the 
contract to prepare a three-year plan 
for early childhood development 
for faryilies with children prenatal to 
age 6 for the Terraceflhornhill area. 
The contractor will have 
data collation, synthesis, and analysis a n 3  report 
writing skills) 
demonstrated planning skills 
demonstrated group facilitation (conflict resolution, 
climate building) 
understanding the dynamics of working with 
community based committees 
0 ability to meet project deliverables 
abili 
Interested parties should review the information 
backgrounder available at  www.terracechildren.or 
and submit a profile includin Sam le of applicabl: 
work and resume specificalf: out;ning how their 
qualifications and experience meet the project 
requirements and deliverables by mail by Monday, 
May 15 to Make Children First, #304 - 4546 Park 
Ave., Terrace, BC V8G 1 V4. 
demonstrated research skills (information athering, 
to deliver report on time 
excel r ent communication & interpersonal skills 
For all positions: Experience teaching adults and 
dual credit students is preferred. Must be ,willing 
to take the Provincial Instructor Diploma Program. 
For additional information, please contact 
Jeff Lekstrom, Dean of Trades and Apprenticeship 
at (250) 784-7501. 
LOCATION. Fort St. John, BC 
SALARY: $3 1 .OS - $38.73 per hour, depending upon 
Field Maintenance 
0 Christy Park Clubhouse Maintenonc Marketing opportunities in an exploding 70 billion dollar in- 
dustry. Chart your own course. 
. ExDlore vour future. Call (250) 
education and experience 
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: May 26,2006 . .  
, 392-644?. 
SICK OF vour iob? Get Daid Qualified applicants are invited to forward resume and letter of application, quoting the competition 
number, and including names and telephone numbers 
of three current professional references to: 
TYSA Clinic Assistant l l  
Assist in all soccer clinics that are held throughout the 
summer, in any ca city deemed necessary at that time, 
including set up/c p" eon up. 
what you'ie worth working for 
' yourself. Call 1-800-231-0230 
or visit http://sp.quicklister. 
com/4002-2 
Bonnie's Bedroom. Canadian 
company, 3 month NEW to BC 
needs sales people to do home 
shows with LingeridAdult Nov- 
elties. NO deliveries, Customer 
Discreet Packaging, Hostess 
Program of 25% paid by compa- 
ny. Earn VEGAS in the next 6 
weeks. Plus. BonnieaBon- 
niesbedroom.com 
Piease submit a resume with cover letter to: T.Y.S.A Hirin Committee 
P.O. Box 16! 
Terrace, BC V8G 4A6 
Or fax to (250) 635-3714 
Personnel Services 
Northern Lights College 
11401 - 8* Street 
Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4G2 
Tel: (250) 784-7520 
Email: lway@nlc.bc.ca 
www.nlc.bc.ca 
F a :  (250) 782-5233 CLOSING' DATE: MAY 5.2004 ( ~ p p l i t ~ t i ~ ~  must be poshnarked by this dole) 
T.Y.S.A. thanks all interested appkmts, however, only tho% 
short listed will be contacted. 
4 
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Excavator Operator Training 
Programs. 4, 5, and 6 week 
Programs. Advanced Class 
One Driver Training. Taylor Pro 
Training Ud. 250-860-7624. Toll 
free 1-877-860-7624. 
Experienced Vinyl Deck Install- 
er required. Railing, Patio COV- 
er or Sunroom experience is an 
asset. Must be self-starter and 
team player. Fax resume: (Ver- 
non) 250-260-2759. 
Kitchen Manager wanted at 
Greywolf Golf Course / Pano- 
rama Mountain Village. For 
full job description or to apply 
go to: www.panoramaresort. 
corn or contact Adam Hopper 
(250)341-3061. 
LAKE COUNTRY LOG HOMES 
is looking for apprentice Log 
Builders. This position is full- 
time/year round. Requirements 
include: some chainsaw 8 scrlb- 
ing experience, and a general 
understanding of lo home 
building. Wages $1 6-&0/hr. 8 
benefits offered. Contact Rob 
Gervais - Phone: 250-836-3834 
or fax: 250-836-3874. 
, 
Gitanmaax Elders' Society Group Home 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR REQUIRED' 
A Group Home director, responsible to the Gitanmaax 
Elders' Society, required to develop and coordinate 
a new program providing care to a small grou of 
They may have their own special needs. 
This person will demonstrate, the ability to manage 
effectively through the process of planning a new 
rogram, organizin! appropriate use of resource?! 
ruman, financial an physical, and developing staff to 
ensure appropriate objectives are met 
Qualifications 
Work: 
teenagers who need to learn independent living s I: ills. 
- At least two years experience in social 
work with em hases on outh. I i 
Youth care, or other Human Service 
academics preferred. - Knowled e of Gitksan social systems 
pferreci! - 
- Must have a valid B.C. drivers license and 
a clear Drivers abstract 
Education: - A degree m .f ocial Wori, Child and 
Other: 
ust meet strict Criminal Records Check 
Please submit resume to: 
Gitanmaax Elders' Sociev Group Home 
Lorna Janzk, Secretary 
Box #33 1 , Hazelton, B.C. VOJ 1 YO 
Short listed applicants will be required b provide references. 
AII O D D I ~ Z ~ S  wi// receive a rewonse. 
~ Q Q U  tk  HOUSEKEEPER> ' !!!SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED!!! ' 
ULTIMATE SECURITY INC.+ 
Is looking for energetic and motivated individuals 
to fill immediate positions inismithers, Terrace, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert. All persons who 
apply must possess a BST Level 1 & 2certificate 
from the JIBC. For more information, contact us 
from Monday to Friday between 10 am and 
430 pm at (250) 6 15-2244. n 
' 
required by local motel and pub. Both positions are 
permanent rkiime, sturting as soon as possible. 
Fmse send your resume to: 
or apply in person at 
' Fax: 250-635-0822 
5422 Highway 16 West, Terrace 
I ACCOUNTINGCLERK I 
local firm involved in logging, road construction, general 
construction and aircraft charter is seeking an accounting clerk for 
their Terrace office. 
The successful applicant must have experience in payroll, accounts 
receivable, accounts payable and general office producers. Must 
be able to work independently as well as part of a team. Strong 
computer skills required (Microsoft Office, Access, AccPac). 
Interested applicasts can submit a resume by May 5, 2006 to 
Controller, Bear Creek Contracting Ltd., 3752 Hwy. 16 E., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 513, fax: 250-635-691 9, email: bearcreekOmonah 
Dr. Dean Burtch 
is now accepting applications for Q 
- 
LOT ATTENDANT REQUIRED 
Due to business volumes, we have an 
immediate opening for a second Lot 
Attendant/Car 'Detailer. Must have a valid 
drivers license. Experience not necessary 
but preferred. Please apply in person to: 
Sales Manager 
EMCO i, E Y A U l V  A L W W I  
Are you inlerested in a Career - not just a job? Does 
competitive wages, financial bonuses, excellent benefits, 
educational assistance, permanent full-time ,employment, 
corn uter purchase program, pension plan, IOY? BC 
Medi)cal Care premium coverage and national advancement 
opportunities sound interesting? If so then you might want to 
explore what Emco Corporation, one of Canada's leading 
wholesale distribution organizations has to offer. We are 
looking for an enthusiastic, professional individual to join 
our Terrace team in the following position 
Counter Sales - Plumbing/HVAC 
As a key member of our team, you will be responsible for 
providing exceptional customer service in a professional 
manner. Duties include order entry, pricing inquiries and 
technical assistance to our walk in counter customers. This 
position requires you to possess a minimum of oneyear direct 
market segment experience, a high school diploma, a strong 
work ethic with a high regard for customer service, and 
some p.c. skills. Resumes may be submitted in confidence 
by May 15th to: 
Kent Keenleyside 
Emco Corporation 
> 501 5 Park Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 4J5 
For more information on Emco or to explore other career 
omortunities, Dlease visit our website at www.emcoltd.com 
FOX NO: (250) 635-561 3 
I  he position will begin part-time i n d  turn into 1 
fvll-time. Interested applicants are invited to submit 
a cover letter and resume to: Dr. Dean Burtch, Park 
Avenue Dental Clinic, IO 7-46 I9 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 7 V5 or by fax: 250-635-4633 
0 msusARu BrnazDa 
Highway 16E. Terrace - 635-7286 
- 
AKDL 
G-Rour 
We are currently seeking a Certified Transport Mechanic or a 
Heavy Duty Mechanic with truck experience to &&hme& 
,&& Applicants should have E minimum of 5 years experience 
working with logging trucks. 
Successful applicants will be offered competitive wages, an at- 
tractive benefit package and the possibility of stable, long-term 
employment. 0 
Please submit resume with references to Ben Hoy, General Man- 
ager, P.O. Bag 19, Fort St. James B.C. VOJ 1PO or Fax to 250-996- 
8742, E-mail resumes to benhoy@kdIgroup.net 
HEAVY DUTY 
FIELD SERVICE MECHANIC 
required for Quesnel logging operation. 
For more information, call (250) 991 -0681 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
Terrace Motors Toyota, Canada's Oldest To ota 
41 years and require a Product Advisor imniediately. 
PRODUCT ADVISOR 
. Dealership. We've been serving the northwest Y or over 
FULL TIME CBQK 
The Resort has a small dining room with guest 
accommodations. The Resort caters to meetings and retreats. 
The successful applicant will have a minimum of one 
year's experience. Food Safe Courses, First Aid 
and Serving It Right are required. 
For more details, please email or call: 
Debbie Russell 
drussell@nechako.northcoast.com 
250-638-1 88 1 extension 225 
1 ,  
Alcan Primary Metal - BC: Alcan's Ki t imat  Works located on the , 
northwest coast of British Columbia a t  the head of the Douglas 
Channel in Kit imat has grown for over 50 years into one of the 
largest industrial complexes in the province. The Kit imat smelter 
"produces' primaryfaluminum products that are shipped primarily , 
t o  the Pacific,Rim market, which i s  then used in everything from 
beverage cans to  automobiles. Alcan Primary Metal- BC i s  part of 
Alcan Inc., a multinational, market-driven company and a global 
leader in aluminum and packaging. Alcan employs almost 70,000 
people and has operating facilities in  55 countries and regions. 
Contracted Position: Reduction 
Operations Laboratory Technician : 
Alcan i s  seeking an experienced technician eager to  assume a 2 
contracted oosition for i t s  BC operation in Kitimat to  assist with \ 
Date: Friday, 
Location: Terrace Curling 
Club 
Time: 8:30am-5:30 prn 
May 12,2006 
Cost: $90.00 tGST 
ncludes and certificate lee) 
Goodies provided by Donna's Mhm) 
To register: 
Call: 250-846-931 3 
or 1-866-772-7792 
email: drj@bulkley.net 
a 
This is a salaried position with volume bonuses. 
Applicants who excel in customer service, 
presentation skills, and meeting customers 
needs will find this a great career opportunity. 
:, 
If you are currently workin in a retail or service 
increase your income this i s  a great opportunity. 
Apply in confidence with resume and drivers abstract to: 
industry and want to furt i! er your career and , . .  .." . 
ACCOUNTING CLERK the reduction technical process in  the laboratory. The duration ~ 
o f  this position varies from six months t o  one year. Salary 
w i l l  be commensurate with professional experience. 
The preferred candidate w i l l  be required to:' 
Provide accurate and timely metal, bath and raw materia 
analysis t o  internal lab customers 
Terrace Motors Toyeta 
TERRACE 4912 Highway 16 West e- Terrace, BC V8G 118 I^ Immediate opening for a full time Accounting Clerk/Bookkeeper. The successful candidate will 
have good communication skills, with experience 
in accounts receivable, accounts payable and 
payroll. Experience in Simply Accounting, 
Microsoft Word, & Microsoft Excel. You must 
also have a Class 5 drivers license. 
If you are interested, please apply in person, 
with resume (including references) to: 
Attention: Mark De Jong 
Work with preparation and analytical equipment 
Apply advanced computer skills in  performing daily tasks 
Ensure quality checks and proper documentation 
9 Demonstrate self-initiative and ability to learn quickly, 
Work on a shift schedule tha t  includes nights and weekends 
To apply for this position please forward your resume 'in 
confidence' no later than May 8th to: 
Alcan Primary Metal - BC 
Human Resources Advisor 
P.O. Box 1800 
Kitimat BC V8C 2H2 
Fax: (250) 639-8175 
Email: kitimat.recruiter@akan.com 
We thank a l l  applicants and advise that only those selected for 
interviews w i l l  be contacted. 
Opportunity Knocks! 
And it's waiting for you at Denny's 
ci 
We have Immediate Openings for, Assistant Managers in the following locations: 
Grande Preake 
Terrace 
Quernel i 
Highway 16E. Terrace 
At Denny's our employees are our most valuable asset, so if you are looking for 
a challengin and rewarding career, we have plenty to offer. Why,not come and 
ood people and a host of benefits. This is a fast paced environment that includes 
$e operations of the Restaurant, Room Service and Banquets. Candidates must 
be enthusiastic, have the ability to lead & motivate their team, be able to work all 
shifts and want to earn an above average wage, with benefits, bonus potential 
and advancement opportunities. Ability to relocate an asset. Don't miss this chance 
to enjop a rewarding career with a company that cares. If this sounds like you, 
please send your resume to: 
Denny's Regional Director 
1650 Central Street fax (250)562-0296 
Prince George, B.C., V2M 3C2 
join us? We' 9 I make every effort to ensure you have a great place to'work with 
0 
email: preadman8dennys.ca 
Optometric Assistanthb Technician 
Part time (approximately 20 hr/week) position 
available, The successful applicant will join our team 
in a busy professional environment. The applicant 
should have a proven history of exceptional customer 
service. Duties will include all aspects of front office 
work as well as being trained to operate our in office 
glasses fabrication lab. Prior or similar experience 
would be an asset. Please send resume with hand 
written cover letter to Park Optometry, 4609 Park 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5. Only short listed 
applicants will be contacted for an interview. 
Houston Friendship Centre Soc iety 
Early Childhood Educate r 
The Early Childhood Educator position is a permanent, art-time 
employment opportunily. Approximatel 25 hours yer week. i e  Early 
Childhood Educator is responsible to $e Early Chi dhood Development 
Coordinator. 
Hours of work 
Start Date: ASAP 
sala $18.3 per hour depending on experience. 
Duties 
To supervise and program the Tadpoles Parent Child 
Playgroup Program and child minding programs. 
Home visits. 
Advertising & presentations for workshops. 
Attend meetings as needed. 
To plan S provide nutritional snacks. 
Skills 
An understandin of the aboriginal culture. 
Have a passion k r  working with children ages 0 to 6 
and their families 
Have a current ECE certificate. 
Experience working in the ECE fie\ld is preferable. 
0 Excellent inter ersonal skills, computer skills & 
organizationaTskills. 
Ability to work in a team environment. 
A valid drivers license 
Must have a good understanding of child development. 
Must have a current First Aid Certificate 
Candidate Profile 
The candidate must submit to a criminal record check. Preference will be 
iven to persons of Aboriginal onceshy as per StTtion 41 of the Human 
lights Code. Please self-identify our ancestry includes: First Nations 
Please send a cover letter, resume and references to: 
Houston Friendship Centre, 
Box 640, Houston, BC VOJ 1 ZO, 
Attention: Jud Newell 
fax 25O845-$136 
email: info@hfcs.ca 
status or non-stabs, Mbtis and lnuitr in your cover I etter. 
+.'e thank all candidates for their interest; please note that only those 
:andidates who are short listed will be contacted. 
h e  closina date for aaalications is Tuesday, May 9,2006. 
Optqmetry \ 
Ledcor's Civil, Mining and Infrastructure (CMI) division is currently seeking 
a number of positions at a new Coal mine operation in the start up mode in 
Tumbler Ridge, BC: 
j leading construction comp I I 
\ 
Mine Engineer 
Mine General Foreman ' 
specializing in building, civil and 
industrial construction projects, I 
and mine development and 
operations+. With off ices across Mine Superintendent 
Shift Foreman Canada and the US, Ledcor brings an established histoiy 
In Canada since 1911, Air Liquide Canada Inc. i s  one of the 
country's leading producers of industrial, medical and specialty 
gases, as well as welding products. 
Air Liquide i s  currently seeking an Inside Sales Representa- 
tive to drive customer service initiatives and inside sales at its 
Edmonton and G m d e  Prairie locations in Alberta. The main 
purpose of  this position i s  to ensure excellent customer service, 
improve product sales and take responsibility for efficient store 
operations. 
Core competencies for this position include: 
2 to 5 years experience in industrial products 
Excellent customer rapport and communication skil ls 
1 Welding knowledge 
4pply by May 12, 2006 by email to warren.hobart@airliquide. 
:om or fax to Sales Manager 1-'780438-2801. 
of construction and operational 
success by client satisfaction. 
General Foreman 
Heavy Duty Mechanics 
Maintenance Foreman 
Mine Electricians 
excellence with a team of 
professionals who measure their 
\ 
To learn more about these positions and apply on-line, visit our website at 
wm.ledcor.comlcareer. Applications submitted on-line are given priority 
consideration, however faxes will be accepted at 250 242-5848 i f  necessalg! 
i 
5 
. 
L ' 
RECENT GRADS girls/guys a 
fun travel job guaranteed sal- 
ary $1,90O/mn plus, to neat 
outgoing recent grads. Sonus- 
es company training, compa- 
ny transportation, med/dental. 
Our circulation benefit program 
requires four more canvassing 
sales reps to travel extensively 
Western Canada. Applicants se- 
lected must be able toJwork in 
a co-ed environment. Check our 
VERNON WHOLESALE Dis- 
tributor looking for Controller. 
(CGNCMA preferred). Respon- 
sibilities: Monthly Fifiancials,, 
Accounting, Payroll, HR Policies. 
Candidate must be proficient' in 
Word Excel, Ceridian, Access. 
Email Resume: tom@monahana- 
gency.com 
The All New Lake City Ford in 
Williams Lake is looking for indi- 
viduals with a career objective 
for immediate positions in vehi- 
cle sales. Excellent pay, coin- 
mission and bonus plan. Con- 
tact Rod Hams (250)392-4455, 
6563. 
SHOP FOREMAN position in 
the Okanagan with machining 
fabricating and or welding ex- 
perience, CWB Welding. Fax 
resume Attention Richard to: 
(250)549-6735. Email jobs@ 
1-800-668-3994, fax (250)392- 
The All New Lake City Ford in 
Williams Lake requires a Serv- 
ice Manager for a 15 Bay Shop. 
Ford experience an asset. Re- 
muneration on qualifications. 
Benefits and pension plan. 
Contact Heather Lux. (250)392- 
OWNER/OPERATORS 
Avg. $1.89/mi. pulling compa- 
ny trailer, Avg.' $2.07/mi. with 
own trailer, Class-1 longhaul flat- 
deck USNCAN from BC or AB. 
$3OoO Hiring Bonus. 
Rick 1-800-663-0099. 
Machinist wanted for busy ma- 
chine shop in Merritt, BC. Corn- 
petitive wage & benefits. 2nd 
or 3rd year apprentice or Jour- 
neyman. Needed immed. Fax 
resume to 250-378-2239. 
THE ALL New Lake City Ford in 
Williams Lake requires a Trans- 
missionTechnician. Ford experi- 
ence an asset. Remuneration 
on qualifications. Benefits and 
pension plan. Contact Heather 
3994, fax: (250)392-6563. (J 
4455, 1-800-668-3994 Or Fax 
(250)392-6563. 
LUX (250)392-4455, 1-800-668- 
duction Line in Window Manu- 
facturing Plant. Apply in person 
with resume to I.J. Windows & 
Doors Ltd.! 1255-12th Street, 
Mike Wiegele Helicopter 
Skiing in Blue River, BC 
is accepting applications for the 
following positions for our 2006 
summer season: 
SOUS CHEF, LINE COOK, 
BREAKFAST COOK 
All positions are for full-time 
employment. We are looking 
for outgoing and friendly peo- 
ple, dedicated to providing the 
best customer service. Please 
send resume to: Margaret Bal- 
lash, Fax: 250-673-8464, Email: 
mballashOwiege1e.com Web 
site: www.wieaele.cgm 
Only applicants chosen for 
interviews will be contacted. J 
Civil construction companies 
looking to recruit excavator 
operators with previous experi- 
ence ,with civil construction 
and underground utilities. Full 
time employment available im- 
mediately. Top industry wide 
wages and salaries paid based 
on qualifications. Please send 
resume with cover letter to: 
Nechako ExcavatingNan-Con 
Enterprises, PO Box 1067, Van- 
derhoof, BC VOJ 3A0. Phone: 
(250)567-2313. Fax: (250)567- 
9348. 
AVlSONMANAGEMENTServic- 
es Ltd. is currently seeking two 
OKANAGAN FORD DEALER- 
SHIP is seeking an energetic, 
self, motivated, team oriented 
person for our state of the art 
parts department. This full time 
position includes benefit pack- 
age, 5 years minimum Ford ex- 
perience required. Competitive 
salary. Please reply to Box 14 
C/O The Morning Star, 4407-25 
Ave, Vernon, BC V1T 1 P5. 
Smithers long-term Ford dealer- 
ship requires professional auto- 
motive salesperson. Excellent 
earnings potential benefits. Full 
details can be viewed at !m&y- 
interior-news.com jobopportuni- 
ties or call Gordon, 1-800-663- 
7765. 
LOG BUILDER / FOREMAN 
required at established Low- 
er Mainland Log and Post & 
Beam Home Manufacturer. 
Min 5 years experience leading 
log and post & beam builders. 
Req'd to lead construction of 2- 
3 homes at same time with crew 
of 1 O+. 1 st class yard, desirable 
location. $25-30hr. Fax resume 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE on Pro- 
to: 1-604-852-7329. 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCB LTD. I 
~ ~~ 
FACTORY DIRECT 
SCREENED TOPSOIL 
DRIVEWAY CRUSH 
LANDSCAPING ROCK 
DRAIN ROCK & BEDDING SAND ' 
BLOCKS AND CONCRETE 
web site. www.dolemployment. 
com. Call Jim 1-866-804-3371 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: 
yeavy duty,mechanic, with fleet 
experience or commerical truck 
mechanic. CVI experience pre- 
ferred, union rates. E-mail: Gold- 
enBough@shaw.ca or Box 100 - FOR RENT A new 2 bedroom 
apartment suite, 2 floors, very 
clean & quiet area. Has covered 
parking, comes with fridge, 
stove, washer and dryer. no pets 
please!! Available immediately. 
Phone 250-635-4571 
ONE BEDROOM Clean, quiet. 
Laundry facilities, no pets, no 
smoking. Available immediately. 
$500 damage deposit. Call 250- 
635-231 2 Free cable and all util- 
t =a Maintenance" 970 Lava1 Cres. Kamloops, B.C. 
RONA BUILDING Centre (Inde- 
V2C5P5 (1 7p3) 
pendent Dealer) Sunny North 
Shuswap lake, Scotch Creek, 
H.C. requires a Sales Associate. 
We!l rounded individual who has 
worked in the hardware, building 
supply industry for a number of 
years. Computerized store. Re- 
muneration is dependent ,upon 
experience. Please call Sherry. 
250-955-21 19 or 250-955-0556. 
Negotiable -. $18.00/hr. and bene- - 
WRING SWEEPINO 
& LINE PAINTING 
Receive An Additianal 
Services ohred: 
Parking lot Sweeping 8 Detailing 
line Painting 8 Stencils 
* Pressure Washing 
* Residential Driveway Sealing 
lawn Care 8 landscaping 
Building Maintenance 
Property Mana ement : Monthly-ywrly!dntracts Available 
Dull  Controlled Sweeping Equipment 
10% Discount 
westpromachinery.com 
NORTHERN ENGINEERED 
Wood Products Smithers. Im- 
ediate opening for 'Certified 
dustrial Maintenance Electri- 
an'. Complete details at www. 
tenor-news.com 
i t is .  (1 8p3) 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, rsf- 
erences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 (1 8p3) 
ONE BEDROOM in town, avail- 
able immediately, secured en- 
trance, references required, 
$425 plus utilities. Call 250-635- ' 
6122 or 250-615-3721 (15~3) 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $400 $475, 
$550 Hot water included. Se- 
curity on p:emises. Please call 
250-635-6428 or 250-61 5-0345 
QUIET I CLEAN 2 bedroom 
ground level ' apartment. Avail- 
able immediately. No pets. 
Electric heat/laundry facilities. 
Close to Walmart. References 
and security deposit required. 
$475/mo. Phone 250-635-1 126 
forest technician positions.' Sal- 
ary will be commensurate with 
taker required at the Mammoth experience, and Avison Manage- 
Lodge in Granisle. Ideal for a ment SeWiCeS Ltd. Offers an at- 
couple. Some cooking skills tractive wage and benefit pack- 
an asset. Room & Board sup- age to successful-candidates. 
plies. Wages negotiable based Apply by May 331 2006 to the 
on experience.  ax resume to: following: Avison Management 
250-697-2902 or email mark@ Services Ltd, 220 East Stewat? 
St., Vanderhoof, B.C. Phone: I 
250-567-21 11, Fax: 250-567- . mammothlodgesa 
Looking for steel fabricators/ 2044. e-mail:mailus@avison. 
in Merritt' Bc' F/T ' bc.ca Attention: Brian Frenkel 
P/T positions. Min. 5 yrs. ex- 
perience. Qualified trades pre- 
ferablv. ' Blue mint knowledoe. 
Kamloops. '250-376-1 021. 
ASSISTANT MANAGER / care- 
fits. (1 6p3) 
WANTED HOUSEKEEPER. TO 
clean excutive style house twice 
per week. Must be bonded and 
have references. Phone 250- 
638-1831. Ask for Dianna. 
WE ARE now looking for the 
position of PT/FT waitresses. 
Please send your resume to 
Shan Yan Restaurant at 4606 
Greig Ave., Terrace. No phone ~ 
calls please. (1 8 ~ 3 )  
6lOL 350-3 Ethnobotany 
Native uses of indigenous plants. 
Prerequisites: none 
Instructors: Hr. David Suz&i, Or. Tara Cullis, Dr. Nancy TJlrmer, Dr, Nancy Mackin, 
Deanna Nyce. MEd,'Caria Burton, MSc, and Allison Nyce, BA 
Dates: Mon-Fri: July 31 -August 4, Final exam: Date TBA 
Time: 9 am-1 2 noon and 1-4 pm (18pl) ' 
BLASTERS WANTED. Must MECHANICS Burnaby FNST 2203 Introduction to Linguistics 
An introduction to linguistics with emphasis on aspects especially relev%% 
students interested in native 
languages of northern OC. 
Prerequisitei none 
Instructor: Dr. Margaret Anderson ' 
Dates: Mon-Fri: July 17-August 2, Final exam; August 7. 
lime: 1-4 pm 
FNST 320-3 The Structure of a First Nations Language 
Art introduction to $e linguistic structure of a First Nations language-words, 
phrasa and Saotenw. 
Prerequisites: none 
Instructor: Dr. Margaret Anderson 
Dates: Mon-Fri; July 17-August 2, Final exam: August 7. 
Time: 9 arn-1 2 noon 
PSYC330-3 Cognition 
This course provides an introduction to current research and theories of human 
mental processes and the methods used to study them. Topics may include 
attention, memory processes and systems, concept formation, langirage 
processing, problem solving, reasoning, and judgment and choice. 
Prerequisites: PSYC 101 -3,102-3 and a total of 45 credit hours successfully 
completed 
Insbuctor: Mitch Verde, MSc. 
Dates: Mon-Thurs: June 12-30, Final exam: Date TBA 
lime: 5:30pm - 9:OOpm 
Competitive wage & benefk. 
Needed immed. Fax resume to 
have BC Mining Surface ticket, 
exo. buildina helicoDter and drill 
- Growing bus company seek- 
inq skilled professionals to join Call Ed at: 61 5-8638 
pads. Please send responses to 
File #413, c/o Smithers Interior 
News, Box 2560 Smithers, B.C. 
VoJ 2N0 (1 8p3) 
, CLEANER WANTED with strip 
and wax experience. $16/hr. 
Call 1-800-209-3558 ext. 506 
(1 8p2) 
DISTRICT OF Houston looking 
for a 5th Class power enoineer 
air, team environment. We-are 
currently accepting applications 
for journeymari commercial 
transport mechanics. Will con- 
sider 3rd and 4th year appren- 
tices. Applicants should have 
minimum Class 3 DL with air 
brake, CVI authorization. Bus 
experience preferred. N C  an as- 
set. Day and evening shift work. 
Apply with resume to: 
to work in ice arean. For informa- rrnckinney@pacificcoach.com 
tion contact Carleen McDowell, JOURNEYMAN AUTOMOTIVE 
Director of leisure services. 250- Technician required for Inde- 
LOCAL MOTEL is looking for 
chambermaid/desk clerk. This 
person should be mature, reli- 
able and hard working and able 
to work unsupervised. Experi- 
ence an asset, but not neces- 
sary. Apply in person with a re- 
sume to 3867 Hlghway 16 E. No 
phone inquiries please. (1 4c3) 
NORDIC TREE Service. 1 yr. 
845-2238 (1 7 ~ 3 )  
250-378-2239. 
Heavy Duty Mechanic and,a 
Welder required for busy coastal 
logging company. Must be cer- 
tified or have extensive mechan- 
ical experience. Union wag& 
and benefits. ,Fax resume to 
LOG COUNTRY LOG HOMES 
requires experienced Log/Roof 
Builders. This position is full- 
time/year round and applicant 
must have a minimum 3 yrs log 
building experience. Duties / 
responsibilities include: man- pendent Automotive Repair 
ufacturing handcrafted, post Shop. Highly trained, highly 
&_beam and roof systems, run skilled. Serious inquiries only. 
a Small crew, operate a crane, $1,000 signing bonus. Top 
wages paid. Send resume to: pick wood and fully understand 
benefits & relocation incentives s '' Fax: (250)248-4736. Telephone: 
- Phone: 250-836-3834 or Fax: CONSTRUCTION WORKERS 
25o-a36-3874. Required permanent or season- 
Experienced line cook for busy al workers for our Edmonton 
full service restaurant. Knowl- and BC Lower Mainland opera- 
edge of SOUPS, meats, seafood. Powersaw experience. Must tions. Project Supervisors, Pro- 
Team oriented environment. have basic safety gear. Good ject Coordinators, Carpenters, 
age. Northern Motor Inn, Ter- ers, Framers, Small equipment 
race 250-635-6129. 
Ltd. is looking for a 4th Class ~ ~ - ~ ~ s ~ ~ r t ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~  Stationary Engineer to work emait george@icconcepts.ca or 
at ourmhnized Masset Plant. #310-12960-84th Ave., Surrey, 
To enquire about the position BC v3w 1K7 Integrated con- 
please contact Michelle McDon- struction Concepts a Leader in 
ald at 250-626-3391 eXt. 22 01 Tilt u p  Concrete Buildings. 
fax your to 250-626- Quesnel Construction Compa- 5422 (1 8p3) ny requires carpenters. Prefer- 
ON CALL Cooks required. ence given to those with lead/ 
Please apply in person Muks- hand management experience. 
Kum-ol Housing. 321 0 Emerson Reply with resume to Box "B" 
c/o Quesnel Cariboo Observer, St. 18 3 
p & & ~  OPERATOR 188 Carson Ave., Quesnel, BC 
logging truck driver wanted for V2J 2A8. 
Houson area. Mail resume to: 
Box 1378. Houston. B.C. VOJ 
250-956-4888. 
drawings. Wages negotiable, PARKSVILLE PETRO-CANADA 
offered. Contact Rob Gervais L250)248-4745. 
Wages negotiable, benefit pack- 
MUNCHKIN MAJIC. A stimu- 
lating environment to enhance 
gress* 250-638-7998 (l 7p2) 
SPACES AvAllABLE in Small 
homebased daycare. Referent- 
es available. Call Tania 250-635- 
121 1 (17~3) 
experienced on Limmit, camp 
situations centered from the 
learning and play. Stay and 
Play with Mandye Licence in Pro- 
Campbell River area of beautiful 
Vancouver Island. Union rates 
and benefits, please fax resume 
to Ted LeRoy Trucking Ltd. 250- 
286-3661 (1 6 ~ 3 )  - 
NEED MONEY NOW? If you 
have equity in your home, We 
can help! Can't prove income, 
slow credit, bank says NO! Call 
Rick at Rick Graves & Asso- 
ciates. 1-604-306-0891. 
GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lend!! If you 
own your own home-you quali- 
www.pioneerwest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
fy. 1-877-987-1 420. 
HOME RENOVATION. Ceram- 
ic flooring, fencing, roofing ad- 
dition and much more. Edward 
ROOFING - Want the best, we 
do it for less. Asphalt, metal, ce- 
dar & torch on. 10 years experi- 
ence. Free estimates. 250-849- 
250-635-0786 (1 8p3) ' 
11 5P3) 
TWO BEDROOM secured alsart- 
ment. Downtown, W/D, paved 
parking, clean & bright. Natural 
gas fireplace. $575 monthly. N/, 
S or N/P. Damage deposit & ref- 
erences required. 250-635-2250 
/ 250-635-1 622 to view. (ctfn) 
VERY NICE 2 bedroom apart- 
ment, secure entrance, on site 
management, within walking 
distance to Wal-Mart and Su- 
perstore. References required 
$5$0/month plus damage de- 
posit . Phone 250-638-1 622 
~umvmoiv 
APARTMENTS 
taking Applications 
Now 
c for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated-suites,,. 
Ample parking 
Laundry facilities 
Close to schools L? downtown 
On bus route 
On site management 
No pets 
References required 
To register, contact Lori Nyce, Student Support i3 Registration Administrator, at 
633-2292 or 1-800-980-8838. 
Seats are imited. Register new io reseme your seat, 
~ Two Guys With A Truck 
Moving, Storage & Deliveries 
1, 3. 5 Ton Trucks available. 
Regular runs Merritt, Kamloops, 
Kelowna, Prince George & rest 
of B.C. 250-483-4237. ' 
Recreational GPS Worksafe: Airbra kes 
May 6 $79 Supervisor Safety M ~ Y  23-27 
Sat 9:00-.):0Opm Management Tue-Fn 6:30-9:30p111 
Basic Cake Thu 
May 18 $100 Sat 
8:30-5:30pm 
Adobe Acrobat Decorating 
May 13 $85 Cashier Training 
CPR Level "C" 
May 13 ~ 7 4  Foodsafe level 
Access level 2 
May 16-25 s16y Traffic Control 
Sat 9:00--kOOpm May 20 
Sat 
TudTliu 630-9:30pm ' Flagging 
Red Cross Sun/Mon 830-530pI11 Building service 
Babysitter Troining Worker Level 1 May 20-27 $60 OFA Level 3 
Sat 
To view call 
638-1 748 
3 ROOMS $299. (Not including 
ceilings &trim) quality work. Ex- 
cellent references. 15 years ex- 
perience, seniors discount, free 
estimates. Call 250-638-1 935 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Spring &Summer interior, resi- 
dential and commercial painting. 
10% paint discount from suppli- 
er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 
Professional quality work. Rea- 
sonable rates. Free estimates. 
References available. Call Karl. 
250-61 5-01 99 (1 4P3) 
1ZO or fax'to 1-250-845-3667 
PROCESSOR OPERATORS, 
I BEDROOM basement suite 
$450 plus utilities. 250-635- 
5081 (13~6) 1 
BASEMENT h T E  available 
from May 1, I 2106. Close to 
town. 3 schc*,j walking dis- 
tance. Phone @3-635-3616 
FURNISHED &O bedroom 
Heferences, damage deposit. 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
LARGE 2 bedroom basement 
suite for rent. All utilities and 
satellite included. W/D, F/S, 
storage area. Secure and clean. 
Small pets negotiable. 250-635- 
635-3772 (13P3) 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (1 5ctfn) 
2 BEDROOM clean and quiet, 
4820 Lazelle, f/s, dw, w/d, 
optional. No smoking/pets 250- 
635-4852 or 638-0046 evenings 
BRIGHT, SUNNY two bedroom 
corner unit with modern kitchen 
and dishwasher. Always main- 
tained as non-smoking. On-site 
management. $550 per month. 
Davs 250-635-3333 or 250-635- 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
Installation of Mouldings, Railings, 
Cabinets 8 Hardwood Floors 
5km Furniture, Sheking 8 Refinishing 
I Kitchen 8 Bath Renovation 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 W W W .  QIPLUIIHUNES.COLI Ernail: bmschlam@telus.net 33?7 (1 7p3) Ll 4956 (1 7p3) 
TWO BEDROOM basement 
and three bedroom upper suite 1 in Thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. $350.00 per month 
and $500.00 per month. Phone 
Brent 250-631-9593 (48ctfn) 
TWO BEDROOM includes W/D, 
F/S, Horseshoe area. Referenc- 
es required. Includes all utilities, 
parking. Nice neighbourhood, 
fenced vard. 250-61 5-3263 
BARK CLINTON 
1 MANOR AM'S. 
Unfurnished and pardally furnished 
ape. Bachelor units,one bedroom 
and LWO bedroom.Beside 
swimming pool.One of the best 
maintained apts.in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
6157543 or -75 
Sweeper (dust controlled) 
Linc Painting & Stencils 
Pressurc \Vastling 
9 Hcsidcntial Driveway Scaling 
Snow Removal 
\ Lawn Care & Landscaping Independent Financial Broker 
250-635-6095 Fax 250-635-6532 '%Yor,r Building Maintenance parking b t  Property Managcmcnt 
Keeper'' Call Ed a): 6 1 
We Clean Any & AU 
Heating Systems 
including Chimneys 
& can Bolve Many 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
0 Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
FOR RENT: Cosy cottage at 
Lakelse Lake. Highway side. N. 
Gas fireplace, sauna, furnished, 
suitable for 1 adult or couple. 
Reasonable. Available May. 
Phone 250-798-2267 (1 ip3) 
" I Septic Backup Cleanup, Insulation Removal, Grease Traps, Municipal Sewer Flushing, Vac Excavation X; much more... I Toll Free: 1-877-635-1132 Call: 635-1132 lThe quality shows h every move we make!( 
I OFFICE 8, RETAIL SPACE 1 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
600 h1 - Reception, 2 off ices & staff IO( 
1000 h' - Will divide space to suit 
1584 ft' - Formerly real erfote off ice 
SECOND FLOOR 
256 ft'.One office 
596 h' - 3 Off ices 
Coated: 250-61 5-7543 or 635-34 
Custom Design & Fit Formals & Costumes 
Light Upholstery 25+ Years Experien 
Repairs & Alterations Draperies 
Ph: 6351.33- olysfirstai&nbox.com 
PH: 250-635-a27s 
Elk 250-61 5.3446 
hEETS WCB REQUlfiEhCMS 0 EhERGENCY RESPONSE P L W  
3111 Ilakeburn, Terrace 
I 635-2728 I Container or van service! FULLY EQUIPPHI MTC UNiTS * SATEUlE 8 MOBILE RADIO I 0 OFA WE1 3 FIRST AlD ATENDANTS * EhERGENCY R4NSPORTAIION WWS 
9266 (17P3) 
SMALL 2 bedroom at 3735 Piine 
~ 
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CONDO FOR sale in the Sum- 
mit Square. Excellently, main- 
tained with new fridge and like 
new carpets, 2-bedroom strata 
apartment with a large living 
area and great mountain views, 
security entrance, low strata 
fee which includes hot water, 
laundry facilities and manager 
on site & a 1/2 court basketball 
& 2 raquetball courts. Unit can 
'be rented.out. Priced to sell at 
$37,500. For an appointment to 
view, please call: 250-635-9409 
or 250-703-4727 (1 7p3) 
CONDO FOR sale in the 
, Woodgreens. Excellently main- 
1 tained with new countertop, 
carpet and natural gas fireplace, 
This well located second floor 
end-unit, one-bedroom apart- 
ment, features a screened-in pa- 
ti0 deck, a secure entrance and 
laundry facilities on the same 
floor. Priced to sell at $59,000. 
For an appointment to view, 
please call: 250-635-9409 or 
I 
COMMERCIAL 
-FOR SALE Valley camper. Fits 
most import hydraulic jacks. ! 
250-703-4727 (1 7 ~ 3 )  
FREE 14x70 deregistered mo- 
NICELY MAINTAINED 5 bed- bile to be moved. 250-635-741 l 
room, two bathroom house with ji8p3 
fenced yard, fruit trees, patio. NEWLY RENOVATED 12x68 
the Horseshoe area* 4841 Loen er park. 5 appliances, pluse two 
Avenue. $152,000. To view, call A/C ,,,,its, private fenced yard. 
Good neighbours. $6,000. 250- 
SET IN a natural park like set- 635-1590 (15~6  
ting on a cul-de-sac above the REDUCED TO :92,000. Home, aquatic centre, this house re- 
1 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- 
mediately, no pets, $450 plus 
damage deposit. Utilities not 
I BEDROOM furnished unit in 
Thornhill. Clean and well main- 
hill, FIS, WID, Available im- Located close to schools in mobile home, North Kalum trail- 
included. 250-635-601 1 (1 8P3) 250-635-0994 (1 7 ~ 3 )  
tained. References required. 
flects pride of ownership in the 'V600 sq* '* Newer addition, 
$360 250-635-7623 colours, hardwood & tiled bedrooms, den, hardwood &car- 
3 BEDROOM duplex, 2 blocks 
from .downtown. New flooring, 
new paint. Very nicely kept in- 
sideand out. Large private back- 
yard. No smoking, no pets. $700 
per month. Excellent references 
need only apply. 250-635-3466 
3 BEDROOM, Triplex unit, pri- 
vate yard, close- to hospital. 
271 5 Hall St. 250-635-0055 ,or 
4 BEDROOM side by side du- 
plex. 2 112 bath. In good con- 
dition, covered deck. Available 
now. 250-635-3756 or 250-61 5- 
2532 (j 8p3) 
BRIGHT, CLEAN, 2 bedroom 
duplex, 10 km west of Terrace. 
f/s, freshly painted, electric 
heat, 'fenced, pets allowed. 
$425.00 Der month 250-635- 
1' 
250-61 5-6859 (1 7 ~ 3 )  
out online at propertyguys.Com. 3-36 ACRES of Beautiful s t~~+  
. Ave, in Thornhill. Fridge, stove, washer, dryer. $375 month. 250- 
638-8639 (1 6D3) 
Vernon, 40 min. to 
Silver Star Mountain. 
wvw.whisperridge.com MAY 22' Or for 250-545-5472 1-800-493- sale. 807 sq. ft. spacious 2 bed- 
room apartment. Three newei 
appliances, storage room, bal- 
cony, beautiful oak cabinets. 
Non smoking, adult oriented, no 
pets. $625 per month, $75,000, 
,taxes. $632/yr. Call 250-638- 
' 8 1477 after 6 p.m. (1 8 ~ 3 1  
I 
' 8 8 
2 BDRM main floor suite, I " '  
bright, spacious, close to hospi- 
tal and schools. Available May 
1st. $6OO/month 250-635-4686, 
cell 250-638-2893 (14~3) 
2 BEDROOM farm house. Want 
tenant to share farm chores. 
Use of barn, pasture, garden. 
Free heat. No dogs. 250-635- 
w 1 8 p 3 )  
L ONE LARGE bedroom house. 
'- All utilities included. W/D, dish- 
.: washer, in town. Available now. 
RED ANGUS yearling .and two 
year old bulls, papered and se- . TWO BEDROOM units in Thonr- 
men tested. Yearling red angus hill 3068 Kofoed Drive. Elec- 
x hereford open replacement . tric heat, 4 appliances $475; 
heifers. Call 250-699-6990 HoNDA 12OO Gold Wing furnished units 2 bedroom, 4 
, appliances $600/month; 1-2 km.. very good condi- Walter. Diamond X Ranch Ltd. 911600 
tion. $7,000; 1993 Suzuki 650. 
Very good condition.l1,907 km 
bedroom unit wheel chairacces- 
$2,200 250-635-3475. Cell 250- 
Urn. ALUMINUM welded river 
< NO dogs. 250-635-3756 (lm 
sible, 4 appliances $5oo/mo. 
24 X 26 finished shop, 14 x 70 
, trailer with 12 x 42 addition. 3 
bedrooms, 5 appliances, Thorn- REDEUCED PRICE Motivated 
hill area, available immediately, to sell, beautiful bedroom, 
$750 referencesand damagede- duced to $138,000. view web 
posit required. 250-635-9093. site wwvY~geocit~es~com~a51 37 
3 BEDROOM trailer on large medeek or call for viewing at 
lot, North Eby, w/d, f/s, jacuzzi 250-635-3828 (1 7p3 
; tub, garage. Available June 1s t  1420 SQ. exedutive style 
$450/month plus utilities. Pets Rancher home, open plan, 
totally renovated including roof, ok. 250-798-2201 (16031 
siding, maple & tile floors, ma- 
ple cabinets, new bathroom, 
BACHELOR SUITE 600 Sq. ft. new windows, cedar deck with 
$375/mo. and 2 bedroom suite ramp, plus shed. 3973 Walker. 
1,400 sq. ft. $65O/mo. Available Great Buy. $89,700 250-635- 
now. Downtown, adult orient- 9530 (15~6) 
ed. F/s, damage deposit, refer- 2 PLUS 1 bedroom house on 
ences required. 250-638-1584 Bench. 1,027 sq. ft. on upper. 
(18p3) Fully finished basement. 2 bath- 
CLEAN, NEW 2 bedroom rooms. Immaculate condition in- 
ground level suite. $650 a cludes all appliances $169,900. 
month. NIS. N/R utilities includ- 250-635-9347 or 250-635-3569 
250-636-3205 (18p3) 
YAMI).HA DIRT BIKE. New en- 
gine/tlres. Uke new condition. ' no inside Pets, no smoking- built in 1996, in great area. Re- 
WANTED EXCAVATOR for 250-815-9976 (14P3) 
ed. References and damage Q7p3) ' 
deposit required. Available now. 2,450 S Q . ~ .  bedroom river 
Phone evenings 250-635-6572 ' front home. Completely renovat- 
(1 6 ~ 3 )  
ONE BEDROOM suite. Ground 
level, $OO/mo, damage deposit, 
no drinking, N/S, NIS, no Par- 
ties. Horseshoe area. Quiet sin- 
ale tenant 250-635-6730. Avail- 
ed. large count j  oak kitchen, 
beautiful master bedroom with 
4 pc, ensuite. Laminate & tile 
floors. $240,000. Make an offer. 
250-567-5049 or 250-567-0027 
Vanderhoof. To view w .DroD-  . .  
able June 1. ( 18p3) ertyguys.com(l7~3) 
3 LEVEL Split house, 4 bed- 
rooms, 3 bathrooms, hot tub 
3 BEDROOM, f/s, w/d, 1 1/2 with deck, 20x26 finished shop. 
bath, close to downtowr? and Greenhouse. storage shed. 
schools, recently renovated. $185,900. 14 years old. Upper 
Not pets. $700/month. 250- Thornhill. 250-635-6224 (1 6p3) 
61 5-9976 (1 7p3) 
RESPONSIBLE WOMAN seek- 
ing rental home for June 1/06. 
Preferably on outskirts of town 
.as I have multiple small dogs. 
Non smokerhon partier. Excel- 
lent references. 250-635-0868 
WORKING COUPLE Looking 
to rent a 5/6 bedroom home in 
either the Horseshoe area or the 
Bench. 250-638-8213 (18~3) ' 
j17p3) 
Yorut private y ale ~o~utiun 
Looking te sell 
your preperties? 
Call us first! 
No commission sa!es, 
www.PropertyGuys.com 
Call Andrea at 
250.632.23 1 8 or 
1.866.348.7253 
FQR SALE BY OWNER 
Extensively renowated, cozy., airy 3 
bedroom upper Thornhill home w*ih 
mountain view, privacy and two rundecks. 
lower taxes. 
Asking only 
$78,000. , 
for emailed pier or to view 
635-6 1 50 J 
LAKESlDEDRlVE 3788 UUYUlEW 
ear round home on Lakelse lake 1760 sq. h rancher 
$6' sandy beach new sundeck 7 
3 bdrms, 2 baths skylit ktchen w/ island 
wall to wall sundeck 'acuui ensuite 
updated in 2001 5 appliances, centrat vac 
$279,500 $114,900 
MORTGAGE BRORER...mNOW 
SERVING THE NORTHWEST 
SEARCHING FOR THE LOWEST 
MORTGAGE RATE? 
Call STEPHANIE FILADMAMER at 
250-374-3010 TODAY For Your Lowest 
RaQe....GUARANTEED. 
Check out my website & 
Fill out an application online at 
www.mor tPaPekamloom.com - 
+Y HlQH Top 3 ph electric freez- 
er container, cools'from -2Oc to 
+30c, excellent working condi- 
, tion, can also be used as lumber 
dry kiln. $9,500; 28' x 12" trough 
waste conveyor, clw electric mo- 
tor, radicon and belting. $1,000 . 
250-845-0791 ; FL250 Odyssey 
with roll cage - needs assembly 
$400 250-845-0791 (1 703) 
acreage. Reasonably prriced. 
Please leave message at 250- 
if 
638-1 476 (1 8D31 
Great selection of 
18.5 FT. Double Eagle hard top 
family cruiser. 302 Ford inboard 
power, radio, stereo, depth 
sounder, anchor package. 2 
scow downriggers; dble heavy 
duty boat trailer. Asking $6,500 
1250\962-7685. 
1 Scrrinn Norflicrn British Columbia " 
250-61 5-9030 (1 6 ~ 3 )  + 
18 FT Misty River aluminum 
boat. Comes with 60HP Yama- 
ha, steering, trailer. $4,750 OBO. 2000 ClTAnON Elec- 
Phone 250-638-8257 (18p3) tric jack, fantastic fan, large 
18' RIVERBOAT. Full canopy, overhead. No pets, no smoke:, 
105 Johnson Jet 115 hrs, with $18,000.; 1997 Okanagan trav- 
trailer, 5 rods, New'seats and el trailer. large expando. Very 
floor, many extras $20,000;' clean, no pets, nosmoke. All op- 
1976 K ~ ~ a s a k i  KZ1300 tions. Replacement value well 
good condition, new tires +. Over $40,000. price $20,000 
$2.500 OB0 250-798-2513 or 250-635-1998 (1 7p3 
26' BIGFOOT 5th Aheel. High 
end unit with every option avail- 
able. Immaculate condition. 
Capable of year round use with 
double storm windows, heated 
enclosed tanks, R12 walls, R20 
roof/floor, one piece rubber roof. 
$15,500 OB0 250-638-1393 
(1 7p3) 
ceil250-615-9362 (1 7p3) 
26' ALUMINUM river boat. 90 
HP Mercury jet with heavy duty 
trailer. 250-635-6905 (1 7p3) 
28ft ALUMINUM welded river 
boat, comes with 1998 - 30 HP 
oil injected Man'ner outboard &' 
controls. $9,000 OB0 604-541 .- 
31 22 or 250-747-3953 (1 7p3) 
638-0022. I1 8D3) 
1988 GMC Sierra 4x4. 97.000 . 
wheel. Excellent condition 
microwave oven, electric jack 
(1 8p3) 
1996 RED GMC Jirnmv SLE . 
1999 MAZDA 83000 4x4. ' 
126,000 km $8,800 (1 8p3) 
2OOO FORB F150 4x4 Supercab. 
V8, longbox. Excellent condi- 
tion, very clean. Asking $15,900 
OB0 250-635-2269 (1 8p3) \ 
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Track stars crush 
t h;ei r co m petit i on 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 'athletes dominated 
the zone track and field meet in Smithers 
Grade 10 runner Marlee Cater finished 
Jessica Ames won the 400-metre race and 
e 8 girls relay team of Jacque- ~ long jump and took second in 80-metre hur- 
dles and the 100-metre race to lead the way 
for theGrade9s. 
Della Orrey came second in the 400-me- 
tre race. Brandy Yagelniski took third in the 
100-metre race. 
Among the Grade 8s, Lynsey Haynes 
won the 400-metre race and Janna' Olynick 
won the 100-metre race and came second in 
high jump and 80-metre hurdles. 
Jenny Johnson finished second fin the 
100-metre race and long jump, and third in 
second in the 1,500-metre race. 
r 
0 
line Lenuik, Janna Olynick, Jenny Johnson 
and Lynsey Haynes ran to victory in the 
4x 100-metre race. 
The junior girls relay team, senior girls 
relay team and senior boys relay team all 
placed second in their 4x100-metre races. 
> Individual highlights include Grade 12 
~~ student Teleeza Shafooli scoring second in 
the 100-metre race and third in high jump. 
In Grade 11 action, Britt Bingham won 
her discus and javelin events and Amy Pel- 
tier won in shot put and came second in dis- 
cus and javelin. 
Bert Fawdrey snared second place in the 
l (J high jump and 400-metre race. Brendan Ge- 
naille took third in the 100-metre race. 
Matt Ippel came third in the 400-metre 
race and high jump and second in the 100- 
I n  
1 
' metre hurdks. 
_ .  
discus. J 
Jacqueline Lenuik took ' second place 
in the 80-metre hurdles and high jump and 
third in the 400-metre race. 
Leslie Beddie scored second place in the 
high jump. 
Three coaches accompanied the 20 ath- 
letes who competed at the meet. 
Gvmnasts shine 'in Smithers 
Marleigh Owen, a first 
time Level 2 Argo, and Kay- 
la Brinkac, Level 4 Novice, 
won overall golds ' as the 
lone competitors in their re- 
spective categories. 
First year Level 2 ' 5 r o  
Melissa Mailloux -too a 4th 
place finish overall. 
Michaela Netzel, who 
ti d 
CKEDOUTin sunglasses 
and Hawaiian, attire, the 
Smithers 'over the April 1 
ekend. 
The gymnasts, some of, 
whom' were making their 
competitive debut or had 
suffered j injury, , brought 
home multiple medals after 
spectaculir performances. 
First time. competi- 
' tor Luke Sabal snared two 
gold medals, one silver, 
' two bronzes and an overall 
bronze in the Boys Level 1 
Category. 0 
Veteran Brixton Sand- 
hals bagged three,, golds, 
SARAH LEFEBVRE won gold in three events plus the 
overall gold medal a t  the Aloha Invitational. 
routines to score a 6th place tiple medal win. 
overall. Kayla Brinkac, the only 
Sarah Lefebvre's r- Peak from Terrace to attend 
mances made her the Peaks the B.C. Gymnastics Cham- 
star of the weekend without pionship in Surrey April 21 
a doubt. to 23, won bronze on vault, 
The Level 1 5 r o  won 4th on beam, 6th on floor 
iffered pulled tendons after three gold medals on beam, 
listing her foot on the first vault, and floor and came 5th 
iy of -competition, com- -"bn bars to garner the overall 
eted her bars and beam gold medal in her first mul- 
and 9th on bars for an over- 
all score of 34.400, which 
gave her the 6th place finish 
in B.C. for Level 4 Novice.' 
Sport§ 
.'Scop,e 
Get close 
to the 
action . 
VOLUNTEER for the 
fastest sport on land 
this summer. 
' Help out the Stock 
Car Association 
amidst the roar of the 
engines, the smell of 
oil and the sight of ve- 
hicles speeding, spin- 
ning and crashing on 
the track. 
People are needed 
for a variety of posi- 
tions from helping in 
the timing booth to 
driving the tow truck. 
Fans who are in- 
terested don't have to 
commit to the whole 
season, says Blair 
Loset, association 
spokesperson. 
Come out and try a 
position. If it proves to 
be the right job, train- 
ing will be provided, 
he says. 
The only limita- 
tion is that volunteers 
working in the "pits" 
have to be at least 14- 
years-old. 
"If the teens want to 
help, we'll definitely 
give them something 
to do," Loset says. 
Volunteers receive 
free race admission 
and invitations to bar- 
becues held periodi- 
cally throughout the 
season. 
For more informa- 
tion or to volunteer, 
call the' Stock Car As- 
sociation at 635-9060, 
Paul Fleming at 635- 
6549 or email pmflem- 
ing@monarch.net. 
' 
Sports Menu 
May 3 
Terrace Women's Soccer Association is looking for wom- 
en 18-years-old and up to play outdoor soccer. Registration 
goes at the aquatic centre from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. The regis- 
tration fee is $85. For more information, call Kasey at 635- 
6074 or Nina at 635-5480. 
May 6 
Bring your bike to a le--to-road race clinic for teens. 
The cost is $15 and participants receive a T-shirt and a road 
race bike manual plus have their names put in a draw to win 
a road bike. For more information, call Lucy at 635-1 191. 
.May6 . 
BC Senips Games Zone 10 holds the whist playoffs at 1 
p.m. at the Seniors Centre in Kitimat. For information, call 
\ Dorothy Cheyne at 632-3871 or email mdcheyne@telus. 
net. 
May 6 and 7 
The Gitwinksihlkw Youth Sports and Recreation Society 
hosts the 17-and-under Bragging Rights Basketball Tourna- 
ment. 
May 6 and 7 
Totem Saddle Club riders show off their steeds in the an- 
nual Spring Schooling Show. For details, call Elaine Rempel 
at 635-7424. 
May 7 
The Shames Mountain Hill Climb rides at 2 p.m. Cyclists 
meet at the Shames Mountain turnoff at 1:30 p.m. Entry is 
$10. Call Menton at 615-0307 for more details. 
May 7 
Dust off your clubs for the Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce 4th annual Scramfabulous 9-hole Golf Shoot- 
1 '02 Volkswagen Passai 
bQ GMC 2500 Crew 4x4 $33,995 
5.0L. Base Audio. Captains Chairs, Loaded 
05 Ford F350 4x4 Diesel 
XLT Trim Long Wax, Crew Cab, 55 km 
O f  Mazda 84000 4x4 
Excellent Condition. SE Plus 
01 Ford F350 4x4 
XL, A/C, VJ3, 5 Speed 
01 Dodge Ram 4x4 
A/C, 5 Speed, Tow Package 
99 Ford Ranger 4x4 
E/C, Auto, 4 Door. Canopy 
$1 5,995 
04Mazda RX-8 QT ' $32,995 
05Volkswa en Jetta 18,495 
5 0.9 Speed Mazda Protege LX 12,495 
09 Honda Civic *I 2,495 
4 Door, 5 Speed 
09 Mazda Protege "5" 
Auto, Leather, Moonroof 
0s Mini Cooper 'S' 
Leather, 6 Speed, Supercharged 
09 Aritn Mazda A / C  Protege LX $1 2,498 
Only 20k. Leather, Eose Audio, M.R. 
Sunroof, Heated !!eats, CD, Speed 
.- - -, - .. - 
r7f  Ch sler P.T. Cruiser 3,396 
Auto. A p C r u i s e  
Auto. PW/PL 
99 Honda Civic CX 
2 Door. H/E 
dd Pontiac Grand AM "9,995 
Os Outback $21,495 
O f  Subaru Forester AWD *17,995 
A/C, Cruise, Auto 
O f  Subaru Forester IS' 
Auto, Fully Loaded, 48k 
AC, Auto. P/W/L, 75k 
00 Matda lkibute LX AWD 
3.OL. V6, AC, Cruise, 25k 
O f  Subaru Forester 'S' -*18,995 
5 Speed. Heated Seats. 78k 
e $2 1,495 
00 Suzuki XL7 4x4. 
A/C, Power Group 
99 Subaru Forester 'S' 
Auto 
98 Subaru Forester 'C  
Auto, 123k 
'*I 6,995 
97 GMC Safari 
7 Passanser 
Adrian Auriut Brent DeJong Mark DeJong 
Highway 16E. Terrace DL#7041 
I 
BC TIMBER SALES 8 NOTICE TO ROAD CONTRACTORS si @ 
Sealed Tenders for the construction of 1.8 kllometres, more or less, of subgrade on 
Lhe Helen 500 Forest Service Road will be received by the Timber Sale Manager, BC 
Timber Sales, Skeena Businessha. W200 - 5220 Ketth Avenue, Terrace, BC. V8G 1L1, 
up to 9:OO am on May 24,2006, and will be opened in public at that tlme. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submllted in accordance with the terms and 
:onditions specified in the tender package. The lowast priced or any tender will not 
iecasserily be accepted. Contrad Award is~ubject o funding belng available at the 
Lime. 
Bidders are required to submit 10% of the tendered price as a bid deposit. This will be 
wfunded to the unsuccessful bidders. In addnion, the successful bidder must supply a 
mformance security deposit of 20% in a form acceptable to the Province. 
Packages are available from the receptionist at (250) 638-5100 or at the above 
address. An electronic version of thls notice and particulars package is available on 
3C Bid. Further Information may be obtained by contactlng Ai Harrison. Engineering 
rechniclan 0 (250) 642-7623 
' INVITINQ APPLICATIONS FOR 
8 CONTRACT ENTSKOTTIQJSl 
North Coast Forest Stewadsihip Plan ~2,. @ - CORRECTION Pubk Review R.np. 8 a- 
h i s  is a correction to the Public Invitation to Review and Provide Comment on the 
Jorth Coast Forest Stewardship Pian, covering operations within the North Coast 
:orest District of BC Timber. Sales, Boyle 8 Dean Logglng Ltd, Coast Tsimshlan 
7esources Limited Partnership, Thomson Industries Ltd, and Triumph Timber Ltd. The 
eview period is from Apnl12 to June 12.2006. 
Jon-Renewable Forest UcenceA60585 iB held by Lax Kw'alaams Tribal Resources Ltd 
LTRL), and Is restricted to the Work Channel area (within Forest Development Unit N7). 
:oast Tsimshlan Resources manages this licence for LTRL in addition Coast Tsimshian 
lesources is in the process of acquiring additional forest tenures (on behalf of the Lax 
(w'aiaams First Nation). Therefore, the reference to Coast Tsimshlan Resources L t d  
don-Renewable Forest Licence A60585 should read %omt Tsimrhan R e s o u m  
l m i t d  Pnrtneiahip' Non-Ronwabk fomt Licence ABI1W)S and opwetkna 
mdw fotwt tonuma to be acqu&ud (tenurn IdentMhtion not yet datemlned).' 
he reference to the Kalum Forest District Manager was Incorrect, and the last line 
9 the notice should read .All in@ mceived from the public during the mvbw 
terfod will be lonuadd to the of the BC Ministry 
If foFsstk" L 
Ve regret any confusion that may have resulted. 
BC TIMBER SALES m I v y o t  
Fonrfand @ 
wpe 
CALLINQ FOR TENDERS 
ENTSKOTTIF-411 
* 
r%E% 
haled Tenders for the following Engineering Survey Contract ENTSKOTTIF-411 will be 
Bceived by the Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Ofice, Skeena Business 
rea, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G lL1  on the dates shown below, at 
ihich time all tenders will be opened in public:, 
:ontact. Brian Bailey, Engineering Technician 
:losing Date: 
'hone: (250) 638-51 17 (Terrace Field Team) , 
lewing of thls site prior to submitting a bid is not mandatory. 
he successful Contraitor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
:ondinions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted In accordance with the terms and 
onditions specified in the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
ecessarily be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding belng available at the 
me. 
he particulars may be obtained from the receptlonlst at (250) 638-51 00 or at the above 
ddress. An electronic version of this notice and particulars package is available on 
C Bid. Further information may be obtained by contacting the above mentioned 
ngineering Technician. 
:ontract I: ENTSKOTTIF-411 
May 10,2006 0 1:30 pm 
i 
BC UMBER SALES 
NOTICE TO ROAD CONTRACTORS 
INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR 
CONTRACT ENTSKO7TID-422 . 
VERNEY PASSAQE #1 
saled Tenders for the construction of 1.8 kms, more or less, of new mad on the 
irney Passage #l Forest Service Road and installation of two bridges, (one 15m 
idge and one 18m bridge) will be received by the Timber Sale Manager, BC Timber 
ales. Skeena Business Area, #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC. V8G 1 L1, up to 
00 a.m. on May 31,2006, and will be opened in public at that time. 
ewing of this site prior to submitting a bld is not mandatory. 
i e  successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined In the 
onditlons of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and 
inditions specified in the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
icessarily be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the 
ne. , 
ldders ara required to submit 10% of the tendered price as a bid deposit. Thls will be 
ifunded to the unsuccessful bldden. In addition. the successful bidder must supply a 
srlormance security deposit of 20% in a form acceptable to the Province. 
11s solicitation Is subject to Chapter 5 of the Agreement on Internal Trade. 
ackages are available from the receptionist at (250) 638-5100 or at the above address. 
n electronic version of this notice and partlculars package is available on BC Bid. 
Jrther information may be obtained by contacting Brad Lavigne. (250) 638-5174. 
BC TIMBER SALES 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A84103 si @ 8bs m 
ike notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence A64103 
being offered for sale by EC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Terrace Field 
lam. 
aographic Location: Williams Creek 
stimated Volume: 
lis timber sale licence has been designed for harvest uslng cable yarding. The 
;e of other systems may be subject to the Forest and Range Practlces Act and its 
gulatlons. 
ie upset stumpage rate $ 1S.38/m) for the competitive volume, approximately 
'335 ma. is applicable to conlfemus sawlog grades. This timber sale licence is fully 
iveloped. 
ie upset stumpage rate and the bonus bid now apply to Grade Code (blank) and all 
her sawlog Grade volumes. 
wcies percent: 
ils licence requires the building of approximately 3.2 kilometres of on-block roads. 
inders will be accepted from Individuals or corporations registered as a BC timber 
ides eiiterprise in Category 1. 2 or 3. Applications will be accepted by the Timber 
iles Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office. Skeena Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith 
Icnue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 111. Tenders wiii be opened in public at 930 
m. on May t 1,2006. 
)ere is additional material that the applicant must consider In thelr application. This 
aterial which Includes application forms and other information about the TSL can be 
)lain& from the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at (250) 
18-5100. Contact Trevor Shannon at (250) 638-5135 for Field enquiries only. 
ectronlc version of this notice (L tender pkg is available at: 
tp~/~5.for.gov.bc.calnotlce~inlt.do/notlco I d r W 7  
losing Date: May 11,2006 @ 8:30 a.m. i 
34.861 cubic metres, more or less Term: 18 months 
Balsam 21 %. Cedar 1%. Hemlock 78% 
Clky  OF, TERRACE h!h 
4700 LOEN AVENUE 
RECONSTRUCTION CONTRACT 
Tender documents for full roadway reconstruction, including water, 
sanitary and drainage works of the above mentioned road, arg 
available from May 3rd, 2006, at the City's Public Works Building I at 5003 Graham Avenue, weekdays between the hours of 830 out that tees off with a 2 p.m. shotgun start at the Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club. Compete for over $100,000 in hole-in-one prizes, long drive and putting contests, door prizes and a whole lot more. The cost is $40 for golf and din- 
ner or $20 for dinner only. For more information, call John 
at 635-2063. I 
May 13 
to New Aiyansh. For more details, call Paul at 633-2246. 
May 14 
The Terrace Speedway opens its season with the Mother's 
Day Races featuring the Thunder and Bomber cars. Fun for 
the whole family and special draws for mothers. Time trials 
take off at 12:30 p.m. and racing starts at 2 p.m. 
May 14 
Totem Saddle Club riders compete in three different 
events. Gymkhana and Clear Rounds Day begin at 10 a.m. 
and Percentage Day starts at 1 1' a.m. For more info, contact 
ATatasha Candelora at 635-6967 (Percentage Day), Laurie 
Muller at 635-9401 (Gymkhana) or Marty Cox at 633-2350 
(Clear Rounds). I 
The Tour de Nass bike race goes at 10 a.m. from Kincolith 
Terrace Curling Association 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
RE: Roof Replacement on Building 
Sealed Tenders for roof replacement of the Terrace Curling As- 
sociation will be accepted by the President of the Terrace Curling 
Association, 32 10 School St, Terrace Bc, V8G 5Z9, until May 26, 
2006, at which time they will be opened in private. 
The subject roof must conform to the original design and the 
existing structure must not be altered. The successful bidder must 
meet the criteria of roof replacement as outlined in the Tender. 
Tenders will be subject to membership approval within 30 days 
of closing. Offers submitted after the above date may be returned 
to the bidder unopened. 
The lowest priced or any Tender will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
Amendments to the submitted offer will be permitted if received 
in writing prior to bid closing and if endorsed by the same party 
3r parties inviting the offer to Tender. 
The Tender will be available online at www.terracecurling.ca 
Jnder the header TENDERS. 
1 a.m. and 430 pm., for a non-refundable fee of $25.00. 
A site meeting will be held on Tuesday, May 9th, 2006 at 1 1 :00 
a.m. at the intersection of Loen Avenue and Eby Street. 
Tender to close at 2:OO p.m. on Wednesday, May 17th, 2006. 
CITY OF TERRACE &% 
$800 STRAUAAE AVENUE 
RECONSTRUCTION CONTRACT 
Tender documents for full roadway reconstruction, including water 
and drainage works of the above mentioned road, are available 
from May 3rd, 2006, at the City's Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, weekdays between the hours of 830 a.m. and 
4:30 pm., for a non-refundable fee of $25.00. 
A site meeting will be held on Tuesday, May 9th, 2006 at 1O:OO 
a.m. at the intersection of Straume Avenue and Eby Street. 
Tender to close at 2:OO p.m. on Wednesday, May 17th, 2006. 
. 
